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Boston, H. 9. Shepherd, Ilockport, George
H. Stover, New York.
The price of oil has taken a still higher
jump than reported in the market quotaEllstions on page 3 of this issue.
worth markets to-day quote the following prices: kerosene, 15; astral, 17.
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Quality Best,
Brices Lowest.

AUSTIN

H.

JOY,

Manning Block, ELLSWORTH,

I

ME,

M. FOSTER,
JUSTIN
CARPENTER AND BUILDER.
I

draw plans, make estimates, take contracts
0r all c.asses of
buildings. First-class workmanship guaranteed.

Special

attention

Water St.

given

to
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FALLS.

Whitney arrived home

Highest

from

of all in

York the last of the week.

Baking

Sanitary Work.

Ellsworth, Me.

Hon. Herbert L. Shepherd, of Rockport, a member of the governor’s council, has been spending a few days in tow n
Mr. Shepherd is interested
on business.
in the Union Mutual life insurance company, of Portland.
Postmaster Harry B. Parker, of Bucksport, died Saturday, aged forty-one years.
Deceased was a cousin of Walter R. ParMr. Parker was collectker of this city.
or of the port of Castine during President

THE

FALLS.

r»iptiirf*n nf the

White’s House Destroyed—
Insured for $1>000.
The entire set of buildings belonging tc
Edward White and occupied by his family, were burned to the ground on Tuesday night, with all the contents, excepting a few things in the front room ol
Eduard

the main part.
The tire was discovered a little befort
midnight by the daughter Louise being
awakened w ith choking from the smoke.
She awoke her mother, who found the
ell part all ablaze.
The alarm was given and the engine
was quickly on the spot, but the Are had
gained too great headway to be checked.
Mr. White was away, the only occupants being Mrs. White and three
children.
There was f 1,000 insurance on the buildings with firant & Cushman.

Coming Events.
Thursday, April 18—Supper

at

vestry

ol

Methodist church.

Thursday, April IS—Lecture by Kev. 1)
L. Yule, at the Congregational vestry, at
7:30 p. ill. Subject: “Washington—oui
Cleveland’s first term.
Nation’s Capital.” Illustrated by stereMias Lillie A. Belcher is taking a deopticon. Admission, 15 cents.
served rest from her duties as matron of
Friday, April 19—Party under the
the reading room, and is visiting Mrs. management of the Village improvement
Oldtown.
at
Porter
Pulsifer
society, at Hancock hall.
Georgia
During her absence Miss Susie Byrne is
Wednesday, May 1—King’s Daughters
in charge of the reading room.
fair at Hancock hall.
Admission, If
Charles Rose, of North Dighton, Mass., cents.
died Friday after a very short illness of
ltiihim'MN Noticed.

pneumonia. Deceased was well known
in this city, where he visited often. Only
three weeks ago the death of his wife, a
sister of Mrs. S. K. Whiting, 2d, of this
city, was reported. Deceased leaves two
children.
The creamery building it is expected
will be completed this week and work
’commenced next week. Some of the
j machinery has already arrived and is in

George L. Knight, representing A. Pupkin S
Co., will exhibit garments and take orders a
M. Gallert’s store, Friday of this week.
Tapley’d “Bread Winner” out

wears

all othe:

shoes.
To restore gray hair to Its natural color a- li
cause It to grow abundant and strong
there is no better preparation than Hall’s Ilai

youth,

Uenewer.

Powder
Absolutely pure

eomnanv.

From the ceiling at the centre of the
hall, lengths of hose stretched in graceful
curves to the four corners of the balcony,
terminating there with pipes, from the
nozzles of which projected bouquets of cut
flowers. From the centre hung a large
“2.” At brackets around the front of the
balcony were wreaths of evergreens, from
which were suspended by white satin
ribbons large Faster eggs. Chenille curtains in the windows added a home-like
appearance to the hall.
The concert which preceded the dancing
Folwas an excellent one throughout.
lowing is the programme:

March—"Honeymoon,”.Geo.

M.

Greely

RASTER SUNDAY.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

Large Gatherings at All the Churches
in Spite of the Bad Weather.
Year by year the observance of Easter
Sunday as a religious festal day becomes
No longer is it observed
more general.
only in the Catholic and Episcopal
churches.
Substantially all Protestant
churches observe it now, and each recurring year seems to bring larger efforts befittingly to celebrate the supreme event of

has recovered from hifl
illness and returned to school.

the Christian church.
Easter this year occurred late in the
bright spring day
season, and a warm,
was hoped
for, but the elements ruled
otherwise, and the morning dawned

Threatening
dull, gray and cheerless.
clouds tilled the sky, and before noon
rain fell. The result was a dismal day.
In spite of the lack of cheer out of
doors, however, all was bright and joythe elaborate preparaous within, and

h

AT

tions at the various churches suffered
little in consequence of the inclemency of
the weather.
AT

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.

The easter services at the Catholic
church consisted of low mass at 8 o'clock,
high mass at 10 and vespers at 7.
The altars were beautifully decorated
with Easter lilies, palms, cut flowers,
smilax and potted plants, in the arrangement of which exquisite taste was shown
by the four ladies who had charge.

small potted plants.
was fringed with
Conspicuous above the old pulpit back of
the pastor rose a handsome cluster of

Easter lilies.
An elaborate musical programme had
been prepared, and it is safe to say that
better or more inspiring music was never
heard within the walls of this church.
The regular choir was assisted by Mr. and
Mrs. E. F. Redman, A. VV. King, Miss
Georgia R. Hastings, Mrs. F. S. Smith,
Miss Grace Joy, vocalist, and Mrs. E.
Morris, violinist. Mrs. Hall presided at
the organ.
The pastor, Rev. D. L. Yale, preached a
sermon
appropriate to the occasion,
taking the words “He is risen!” as a

|

In the evening the people’s service was
held in the church instead of in the
vestry, and a special Easter service was
rendered by the choir, assisted by the

Home,"
Monaghan.
Recitation—"A Country Woman Shopping,”

Miss Eva Aiken.
Waltz—"Garland of Roses,”.Chas. J. Orth
Orchestra.

An unusually large number remained
Monato participate in the dancing.
ghan’s orchestra furnished music.
The supper served by the company in
the lower hall was another successful
feature of the evening.
The officers of t he evening were as follows :
Floor marshals, Clifton Woodward and
Charles Moseley.
Aids, Frank Moore, Hollis Estey, Hollis
Davis, Charles Beal, James Frazier, Sabine Jellison, Harry Moseley, Edward
Holt, Martin Jellison, James Frazier, jr.,
William Doyle, Henry B. Estey, Arthur
Davis, Daniel Hurley and Harvard Cook.

In base ball matters the bojs of the
high school seem to be wide awake, and
by the general interest in athletic sports
shown by the scholars thus early in the
season, it is hoped that at the close of
the Ellsworth high school
season
may boast of an athletic association.
It is understood that John M. Skute,
now at Bowdoin college and playing in
the foot ball team there, has volunteered
to coach a foot ball team here, if one can
be organized at the high school. Of late
years there has been no team at our
school, and this chance of gaining a good
coach should not be lost. It is hoped
that sufficient interest can be aroused in
the game to organize an eleven, and thus
put the Ellsworth high school on the list
of athletic institutions.

the

FRIDAY AFTERNOON EXERCISES.
Last

city.

In the evening

a

dinner, complimentary

to the distinguished jurist, will b given
at the American house by the members of
the Hancock county bar.
All the associate just ice* have been in

vited.

Church Notes.
At the ‘‘everybody’s service” at the
Methodist church Sunday evening, the
pastor, Rev. 1. II. W. Wharff, will lecture
on the subject “The Fact of Hell, as contained in the New Testament.”

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.
Stobcrt ferment*.

€. L. MOBANG.

distributed
service 150 potted plants
The
to members of the Sunday school.
pastor was presented with an Easter lily
having a beautiful cluster of blossoms,
by the school.
were

UNITARIAN CHURCH.

AT THE

visit down street

A

The usual morning service was omitted,
and special vesper services held at 2 p. m.
The church was crowded. The regular
choir was supplemented by Mr. and Mrs.
Redman, Mrs. J. P. Eldridge, Mrs. Lewis,
Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr., E. K. Hopkins and
F. \V. Rollins. Miss Mabel Monaghan
sang an **Ave Maria” by Millard, after
the invocation. Mrs. F. L. Kent was the

to

or

not

out

organist.

is

Ellsworth

with-

complete
a

call

.it

the

feature of the services was an original
for the occasion by Arthur
poem, written
E. Austin, as follows:
A

EASTER MORN.

A

«>rrhe.-tra.

Dunn, p; Henry Higgins, 1 b; Charles
Burke, 2 b; George Newman, 3 b: FranK
Echenagucia, ss; Harry Lampson, r f;
George I. Grant, c f; Charles Grows, 1 f.

text.

Mis* Eva Aiken.
Iri*h Character Sketches and Songs,
William J. Flint.

Dear old
Miss

C. E. Bellatty is again confined to the
house on account of illness. He has the
sympathy of the school.
The “second nine” has been organized
as follows:
Thomas Sweeney, c; George

___________

Iii sweet confusion gliding down
The morning’s golden rays,
That dissipate the cold, white mists

Recitation—"The Fire Hell,"
Miss Bertha Cook.
Overture—"Fond Thoughts of Home,".. .Jacoby

Harry C. Mason

Friday afternoon’s exercises were
the first of the term, and were greatly
the high mass. A select musical pro- enjoyed by the school and the large
The pro-*
gramme was excellently rendered. The | number of visitors present.
features of the programme were the gramme was an excellent one. The music
“Ave Maria by Miss Mabel Monaghan, was good.
A duet on harmonica and
the “Haec Dies” by Miss Lizzie Mullan, jew’sharp by George Grant and Frank
the “O, Salutaris” by Charles H. Drum- Echenagucia was novel, and being well
mey and the opening anthem “To-day rendered was warmly received. DeclamaHe’s Risen,” by the choir.
tions by Louis Cook, Miss Grace Grindell
Rev. Fr. O’Brien preached an Easter and Harry L. Crabtree were particularly
is risen—He is good.
The paper was a credit to the
sermon from the text “He
not here.”
editors.
An excellent musical programme was
There was a spirited debate on the quesalso presented at the vesper service in the tion:
That the non-partisan form
Resolved:
evening.
of government is more beneficial to the
AT THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
the old form.
than
city
As large an asemblage as ever entered
The debaters were Ethel M. Giles and
the stately edifice gathered at the ConC. E. Bellatty in the affirmative, Carrie
gregational church at the morning
M. Cunningham and Charles Burke in
and the polite ushers were kept
I service,
negative.
do
those
who
for
in
sittings
finding
bu.-y
not ordinarily worship there.
Honoring Chief-Justice Peters.
The pulpit presented a pretty sight.
This (Thursday) afternoon a handsome
of
cut
Potted
plants and bouquets
portrait of Chief Justice John \. Peters
flowers completely buried the massive will be hung, without
ceremony, back of
pulpit. The preacher’s desk was moved the judge’s desk at the court room in the
on
State street, this
back and the front edge of the platform county buildings

Orchestra.
Song—"Farewell, Dear Heart,”
Miss Mabel Monaghan.
Recitation—"Mr. Travers' First Hunt,”

Song—"Mv

U. S. Gov’t Report

Leavening Tower.—Latest

New

Harlan Worcester, of Columbia Falls, is
Thursday evening, at 7.30, an illustrated spending a few days here.
lecture will be given by Rev. I). L. Vale,
The juniors are planning for an enterin the Congregational vestry.
Subject: tainment in the near future.
our
Nation’s
Capital.”
‘•Washington,
H. A. B. Stanley is home permanently
Fifty views will illustrate the buildings,
from his winter’s work at East Holden.
parks, streets, etc., of this interesting
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Whitcomb spent a
city. At the close of the lecture the
oxy-hydrogen lights will be shown and few days week before last with relatives
explained.
pointment.
here.
G. A. Parcher— Apothecary.
The carriage business and stock of
William Kcnnclly—Messenger’s notice.
William Moore, on the west side of the
Rowe & Co., whose senior partner died
K. F. Robinson—Jeweler.
is building a chimney in the main
Lynwood F. Giles—Notice ot assignee of hi- recently, has been purchased by Samuel river,
of his house.
appointment.
part
in
the
to
L.
who
intends
shop
Lord,
open
w. R. Parker—Clothing.
Charles McCarty arrived home on
May and continue the same kind of work.
Boston :
of Brooklin, w ill move to
Rowe,
Fayette
Thursday last from New Hampshire,
Chase A Sanborn—Coffee.
this city and be associated in the busiwhere lie has worked the past winter.
\kw York:
ness.
Capt. Ix>rd has given up the seaNadi, Whlton & Co.—Worcester Salt.
tor the present at least.
There were lifty-two at the Christian
Last Wednesday was ladies’ day at the Endeavor meeting on Tuesday evening.
E. W. Lord is in Washington county
Abenaquis club. The guests of the A growing interest among the young
this week.
day turned the tables on the hosts by people is manifest here.
A. H. Treat, of Rutherford, N. J., is in quietly preparing, with the valuable
Guy Richardson went home Tuesday, to
assistance of Steward Malone, a supper,
this city.
for an indefinite time. Adeland then sending around word to tlie club Bucksport,
Miss Add it1 Salisbury is visiting at Wil- members to come and share it with them. bert Richardson accompanied him, and
It proved a genuine surprise to most of will remain three or four days.
li ra ha in, Mass.
the members, and the supper, as well as
Horace B. Clapp, of Boston, was in the the pleasure of the evening, was most
Mary Kincaid, wife of Charles Kincaid,
died at her home here last Saturday evenheartily enjoyed.
city yesterday.
A course of illustrated travel lectures ing. She had been ill of consumption for
Fred Campbell, of Cherrytield, is in
several months. A husband and three
t ho city on business.
begin this week at the Congregational
an infant, survive her.
The lectures are written by pro- children, one
from
returned
vestry.
Cirant
H.
Tuesday
(Jeorge
The graded school here began on Monfessional lecturers, and arc rented for the
a business trip to Boston.
yl
vnn/l
Ki.
\f
Vnln
Tlin
day. The same teachers, Misses Cochrane
Frank F. Stetson and wife are visiting
and Grindell, are over the grammar and
course will include lectures on “Washingrelatives at Whitman, Mass.
ton,'’ “Tin.; Yosemite Valley,” “China,” primary schools, and Miss Sadie A. Joy
The
new
and
oxy“Egypt.”
Eugene Mason is home from Chaneey “Pompeii”
teaches the intermediate, taking the place
hydrogeu atereopticon will be used. The
Hall school, Boston, for a vacation.
admission, 15 cents, is intended merely vacated by Miss Dorman.
Mrs. Charles 1. Welsh and daughter are to meet the running expenses.
The Christian Endeavor society will
visiting relative and friends at Bar HarBut three weeks remain before the have a conversation sociable in the hall on
bor.
Methodist
conference, to be held at Thursday evening. Each member has the
Hoyt A. Moore has been assigned a Bucksport. Bishop Bowman, of St. Louis, privilege of inviting a friend. For reprovisional part at the Bowdoin college will preside. The Ellsworth church has freshments the ladies furnish home-made
extended a unanimous invitation to Mr. candy, and the gentlemen oranges.
com mencement.
Wharff to remain here, and possibly he
A lecture on “Washington, the National
A. I. Saunders expects soon to leave for may.
But if these should prove to be the
the West with a view to importing a car- closing days of his pastorate, the mem- Capital,” illustrated with stereopticon
bers of his congregation would much rewill be given here to-night (Wedload of horses.
The ensuing three Sundays views,
gret it.
Miss Ida Norris has been called home should find a full attendance at the nesday), in Union hall. It W’ill be inwtruetive and entertaining, and all should
from Boston by the illness of her mother, church.
attend. Admission is only 15 cents.
was
Mr«. A. II. Norris.
T.
Sheriff
James
Cushman,
Deputy
The timbers pinned to the top of the
of
W.
Hon.
C.
al
Jones,
complimented by
There will he n New England supper
dam at Hall’s upper mill, intended
wing
on
the
who
visited
jail recently,
the Methodist vestry this (Thursday) Augusta,
to be of service in case of high water,
and
evident
care
the appearance
being
afternoon at 6o’clock.
taken of the jail. Mr. Jones visited the have been burst away, and a large quanRev. Edward Quinn, formerly assistant jail in his official capacity as chairman of tity of water pours over the dam and
rushes down through the mill yard.
for the inspection of
pastor of St. Joseph’s church, in this city, the State committeeThe
only change he No serious damage lias yet been done
prisons and jails.
died at New York March do.
A few booms have
suggested was the moving of the closets by the high water.
Mrs. | Edward Maloney, of Cohasset, for improvement of the sanitary con- broken, but that is about all. The mills
are delayed in
and the change
beginning spring operaMass., and Mrs. John Evans, of Bangor, dition of the building,
tions, but a few days of dry weather will
has been made.
visited relatives in this city this week.
allow the river to fall so that work can
The heavy rains of last week caused a begin.
The scholars of the Pine street brick
freshet a little larger than usual, but no
Kev. H. W. Conley turned back after
school-house nre rejoicing in the posserious damage has resulted. The river
session of a handsome new American ting.
part way to church at North
getting
did not reach anywhere near the high
roads w’ere
Rev. I. II. \Y. Wharff has returned water mark. Some little anxiety was felt Ellsworth last Sunday. The
practically impassable from the mud.
from his sojourn in the woods of Maine, when the second rain came on after the
Filled-up ditches and crossways, and
was
already swollen. The upper streamlets
much beuetitted by the rest and change. river
turned into the middle of the
dam, which has a Ho wage of nineteen road made the way not only difficult and
The King's Daughters were entertained miles, and for which the most alarm was
disagreeable, but also dangerous. This
felt, withstood the strain. The water is condition
at tea at the home of Mrs. J. E. Knowlton
of things reminds one of the
now
subsiding. Last Wednesday night illustrations in the road
evendepartment of
on Church street, last Wednesday
lost from Hall’s
were
about 200 logs
the progressive paper, used to convert the
lower boom.
ing.
reader to the support of improvements in
Rev.-I). E. Yale repeated his stereoptiAldermen Michael Brady, who has been highways.
*'
1 he Holy City,
con lecture on Jerusalem
in Florida looking after his orange grove,
CONCERT AND HALL.
He brought
at the Congregational vestry last Friday arrived home this morning.
with him two small aligators, which have
evening.
attracted much attention in the window City Hose Company Royally EnterList of letters remaining uncalled for
He reports that the severe
of his store.
tains its Friends.
at the Ellsworth post-office, April 13:
havoc with the orange
frosts created
In spite of most unfavorable weather,
Mrs. Sarah Bragdon, B. Crossley, Geo. T. groves of Florida, even far below w hat is
Hancock hall was tilled Monday evening,
known as the frost line. The trees will
Grant, Joseph Mank, Joseph Mink."
have to l e cut back to the trunk, setting on the occasion of the concert and ball
O.
I.
A committee from Lejok lodge,
them back three or four years, and Florgiven by City hose company No. 2.
has been appointed to make ar- ida oranges will be a luxury for several
().
The decorations of the hall were the
have about 100 trees
Bros,
Brady
years.
some
rangements for a ball to be given
in t heir grove.
subject of much admiring comment —the
evening next w eek.
An important experiment is to be made hall certainly looked pretty, and the
Rev. Fr. O’Connor, who has been officifrom “boys” who superintended the decoranext fall in driving ban! wood
the
church
during
ating at St. Joseph’s
33.
E. H. Greely and others are tions deserve all the compliments they
township
been
has
apillness of Rev. Fr. O’Brien,
making the ♦ \periment. About 372 cords received.
pointed assistant to Rev. Fr. McSweeney, of wood have been cut. The wood will be
Over the arch of the stage were draped
ason during the summer,
allowed t
at Bangor.
two large liags, while a third flag hung
in
the
drive
be
and the
will
attempted
The entertainment committee of the fall. The wood will be driven in cord as a canopy over the recess of the stage.
Unity club nre rehearsing for the drama wood lengths, split, and it is intended to The rear of the recess was banked with
“Chums,” which will be given in the boom it at the steam mill at the head of spruce, to which a few Chinese lanterns
about the falls. It is believed the wood can be
vestry of the Unitarian church in
gave a pleasing touch of color.
If the
landed at the Falls for |2 a cord.
In the centre front of the stage a tritwo weeks.
experiment proves successful, as it is
and pretty
Union shoo factory presents rather a hoped it will, it will mark the beginning pod of torches made an odd
of an industry the possibilities of which ornamenent.
At either side of the stage
but
grotesque sight, with the roof raised
can scarcely be estimated.
were silver pitchers—prizes won by Ellsthe upper story not enclosed. Contractor
worth firemen and easels with group
Foster has been stopped by delay in
II Norris Dr
Good-1.
Probate n*»tif*■
Petition for license to -ell
real e-tate.
Probate notice Petition for license to sell
real estate.
ilce Petition for license to -ell
Probate
real estate.
Kxec. tec.
K»f. Joseph W. Handy.
Probate notice—hat. Caroline A. Parchcr.
Probate notice—K*»t. Leonard Jelllson.
X'ltnr. notice—K-t. Meltlab J. Stinson.
( baa. II. Wood—Notice of assignee ot hi-ap

purchased the oil-light stereopticon lately

DItOT IN

been

A.

Common Souse

If

v

buildiii!
All arm; gei-ents have
made for collecting cream, mid w it h
favorable
uther the creamery will
begin opernt ions next week.

the

parting days;
thousand white-winged cherubs

POPULAR
DRY ROODS

Of winter’s

come

With carols pure and sweet,
Bring heralds of the Faster tide,
The

STORE.

waking world to greet.

lingers deft they clothe the trees,
And loose the Ice-bound rills;
And ope the tulips t<> the breeze
And wake the daffodills.
They breath into each swelling heart
Of sentient hud new cheer,
And vernal joy and hope impart,
With

While

whispering

The

place

v

crowds all

"Easter’s here!”

Imre the

^o.

light’of the breaking day
Grows brighter with each song,
And sweeter incense from the groves
Greets all that angel throng;
All nature’s heart and tongue, in praise

The soft

C. 1, MORANti.

Break forth tills Easter morn,
And songs of adoration raise
To Christ, the lowly born.

Bing out, glad bells, the tidings tell,
The Christ is risen indeed,
Who once was dead, but now He lives,
For us to intercede.
Let heaven and earth united sing
In sweet according lay;
And with the new awakening spring,
Proclaim this Easter

day!

once informed a
who came to him complaining of
and
despondent feelings, that
gloomy
what he most needed was a good cat har
tic, meaning, of course, such a medicine
as Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, every dose being
effective.

Henry Ward Beecher

man

the

Week Beginning April

Ah the wonders still untold
>t that favored garden old
m the ravcrn, dark and lone,
With it- chamber hewn in stone,
Wlu re the < m illed lay
Tin Lord of life and day
Ail the lilies in that garden,
All the lilif' p raved for pardon
All the t-o-i■' blushed for -baine
Y'tlie sail prwee-sioii earn*
The pitiful breeze
Moaned low to the ...
\ nd each irrn-sv blade and leaf
Thrilled and trembb d w itli it- grief
All t! •• bird' forgot to sing
In their sorrow o’er the King.

question
lustrating

and enforcing the necessity
of dving unto sin and living unto God,
the resurrection of Christ, who died

by

unto sin and now ever more liveth
God. The topical references emphasize
two ideas—first, that with Christ wo die
unto sin, and, second, with him we live
unto

it means that Christ separated
Himself, by His death, for tho burden
of man's sin, which He had willingly
assumed. With Christ believers also die
to sin, but in an entirely different sin.
indwelling sin to which
It is

personal,
they die, or from

they separate

which

themselves. But Christ not only died to
sin, but died to it once for all. By His
He threw off

forever. So the Christian

lib

aL.

TT

——

n

knil

nnt

1i rnrl

nn

rv

a

correspondent,

vv*.

< 1

Wooley’s

before His death. In Him the believer
also rises to live unto God. “Likewise
reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive nnto God,

we

rnnld

up

«

could

abstracts

lecture
not

was

take

down

give you a
jotted down.

will
we

us

Temper Makes a Clean Heart.
Losing the temper takes all the
sweet, pure feeling out of life. Yon may
get up in the morning with a clean
heart, full of song, and start ont as
happy as a bird, and the moment yon
are crossed and you give way to yoni
temper the clean feeling vanishes, and
a load as heavy as lead is rolled upon
the heart, and you go through the rest
And
of the day feeling like a culprit.
any one who has experienced this feeling
knows that it cannot be shaken off, bat
must be prayed off.—Presbyterian BanA Sweet

as

few

NVe

“that hundred dollars, please.”
He says:
“The church must have power or else it
cannot exist as a Christian church.”
^“Some good men, when at home, refrain
from wine for conscience sake, and w hen
away from home refrain from conscience

out

ine's sake.”
“An Irishman was on a train, in a
sleeper, which was wrecked. He was
but managed to get
much shaken up.
into his clothes somehow, and to crawl
out of the wreck, towards afire which
had been started for the benefit of the
wounded. As he came into the light of

ordinarily assigned

to him.

When th(

j
!
!

committee, for example,
would have work to do, the chairman ol
that committee calls a meeting of th<
entire society, and so with all the oth
committees.

—

and steadfast to your politics.”
“Ninety-eight per cent, of Christians
are teaching infidelity on election day.”
These are but a few of the searching
onH

missionary

er

w

tian is the power of the church.”
“The voting church of this country is a
kind of wild or side-tracked train.”
“Goto the saloon-keeper, thou Christian voter, and learn what it is to be true

Junior ConmltteM.

tee fnr the aerijiunlishment nf the wort

For longevity a horse belonging to W
F. Melvin, of Rockland, that died last
Thursday rather carried away first
honors. He was thirty-eight years old,
but never saw a sick day or refused his
food in all that time. He had been driven
on a soap cart for the past ten years w ith-

Exchange.

Loyal to the Church.
The editor of The Lutheran Evangel
1st takes occasion, in a recent number,
to praise in high terms the loyalty ol
his Endeavours to the church to which
he ministers.
“A larger per cent o:
them," he says, "sustain tho seconc
service on the Lord's day and the mid
week service than of tho older church
members.
Christian Endeavor

Gotudp.
Siuce the state convention in Octobei
nearly 140 societies have joined thi
Pennsylvania union.
Kansas City local union is thinking
of instituting uoou prayer meetings ir
the business portion uf the city.

Eight languages are regularly heard
in the meetings of Chicago local societies
Welsh, Norwegian, Swedish, j

lifnthimr

nnestinns

he

Dre-

sented. If there was a Christian voter
there who votes for anything but strict
prohibition, I should have thought he
went out of that church feeling perfectly
ashamed of himself.
Home Atmosphere.
Of all the minor arts and sciences, none
is more delightful in itself or richer in
its compensations than the creation of
the home atmosphere; and although the
ability to make a home is a natural endowment of some fortunate beings, it is
not the less a talent which may be cultivated, and which will continually repay
the time and care devoted to its acquirement.
Men sometimes elect to live together in
bachelor freedom, surrounding themselves with comforts and luxuries, having well-trained servants, so that the
household
machinery moves without
noise or jar, and then flatter themselves
Perthat they have made a new Eden.
they have; but it is the Eden t hat
existed before “Heaven’s last, best gift"
was bestowed upon the world, and at its
very best is only a lifeless imitation of

haps

the beautiful reality, since it lacks the
“womanly atmosphere of home,” and is
without its nameless grace, its abiding
sweetness, its indefinable but most potent
Dutch, German, Bohemian, Chinese and I charm. Yet a houseful of women
can
make a home in the fullest sense of all
English.
One of the active members of the that the dear word includes; indeed, a
solitary dweller of the gifted sex will
Presbyterian society of Union, S. C., a succeed in investing her belongings with
made
the
rather
remarkable the permanent comfort and dainty grace
young lady,
record during 1894 of attending every which belong to the real home atmosThere are houses and there are
Sunday morning service, Sunday school phere.
homes, and it must be a very indifferent
•ervice, church prayer meeting and or a very selflsjj woman who cannot
meeting of her society held during the evolve the latter from the least promising
elements, and take pride in improving it
whole year.

^
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Hesitate
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good, honest?
?medicine, to try the right kind ; J
5one that is not a secret nostrum;?
?one that will cure you, and that J
you need

It would seem that the agitation for
wide tires was bearing fruit. Rock port,
at the last annual meeting, voted to
exempt from taxation, all vehicles with

a

Scontains

medicine and nothing?
Shut medicine. That remedy

is^

$

Pitchers

j w

?Li-vura|

t It

is guaranteed to cure Scrof-J
Jula, Impure Blood, Biliousness,?
J Jaundice, Malaria, Indigestion, J

?Dyspepsia, I.oss of Appetite.?
% Kidney Disease and General J*
Debility. The record of cures S
Jit has performed in the past, of?
Swell-known and prominent peo-S
Jple, is its guarantee of honesty.?
%
Mrs. E. Hanson, Cumberland Mills, jE
3" Me., writes: “I cannot too highly Ijj

H

Pitcher’s Livura, for it has %
after years of suffering from %
3"chronic liver trouble. I can truly say
that I think it the best medic ine in ex-^
■«i>»cnce, and woujd advise all that
S afflicted to try it.”

■J recommend
% cured

■J

arejC
JJ

£

$w Pitcher^

Aivurai

by all druggists at $1.00 bottle. mm
^Sold
S
COMPOUNDED ONLY EY

an

tonnage t«»t* m w n«
before the tirst day of
car old
Vessels of one
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CO.,

NEW YORK.
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seventy-six
six.

Aroostook farmers are going into the
potato business more extensively than
ever this spring, and tons upon tons of ;
fertilizers are being purchased by them, j
Aroostook’s annual fertilizer bill has
averaged $750,000, and it is believed that
thisiyear* it: will materially exceed the
figures, perhaps reaching well up to a

I

opened

entirely

will

be

maintained.

A letter is being sent out from the State
in relation to the
school department
These
teachers.
summer
school for
schools will be held at Fryburg, Northport and Foxcroft campmeeting grounds.
Possibly schools will held at Orono and
Turner. The schools are intended to give
instruction in music, physical culture,
drawing, civics, the common English
branches, nature studies and child study,
and to exemplify the methods used in
the best schools. There will be no charge
for

H.

BONDS

B.

SAUNDERS.

SECURITIES,

AND

51^2 Exchange Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,

Christian Endeavor societies contributed $7,137.56 to the board of foreign
missions of the Presbyterian church between May 1, 1894, to Jau. 1, 1895.
Two hundred more Junior societies,
and there will be 8,000 on the rolls.
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JOHN

MASON.

a/t

Attorney

Wheelwright A Clark’s Bl’k, BANGOR, ME.
Has resumed Patent practice,and w 111 obtain Patents for Inventors; bring and defend suit* for
the Infringement of Patents, and attend to all
kinds of Patent business. ^^-Correspondence
Invited.

and Linen
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Graduate of the Philadelphia In i/.,;
huge,
; claw of ’75.
^-office in Giles’ Block, eilswoktii.
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m. o. c. V.

s.,

Graduate

and Mepali.i.'T,
of Ontario Veterinary ('•

Treats all Diseases of Dome-tL
; Critical Surgical Operations a Spe< dt

...il-

\

Me.

Office, Hooin 10, Giles Block, Ell-u

E. BUNKER. JR..

JOHN

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Paints,
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Bread Winner.

j )R.

Lamest Assortment ! ODONTUNDER,

BOSTON, MAS8.
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25c.

SHADES

C. C. BUKKILL,

General INSURANCE AGENT

IN THE CITY.

the beat companic* in thu and
foreign countries. Dealer-* In In\otnu-nt Sec urttlea, City,
County, Town anil Corporation
Honda. Correspondence Sollcite*!.
EM.sWQKTH.
; 16 STATE STREET.
,
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A. W. CUSHMAN & CO.,

In

Style
There’s

indefinable
about
a man’s
something
clothes that stamps him
well-dressed or not.
A
trifle of cut or finish
makes all the difference.
That trifle we are watching sharpest for. Doesn't

IN MY WINDOW.

20 cts. per lb.

though

will give
dollars’
worth
you many
of extra satisfaction on
that account.

NICE
FLORIDA

Clothing

c.

to 35

c.

per doz.

E.

Come

Try On

Test

G.

SMITH,

53 Main Street.

block, Ellsworth. il'HE American:

1

1

more

CJiiarrie*.

marble than all othci

Hancock county combine*!.

1894

-idto f°r

Our

thun doubled those of the

preceding

We use nothing but the be-t of s-t<>ck.
Employ skilled workmen, our work i- --v'n-

year.

universal satisfaction.
We

:

more

are

daily taking

and

tilling order* for

Spring setting.
We make
and i

a specialty of
utting Emblems.

FRANKLIN

N.

n.

STREET,

Fin**

near

I.eth-rinK

Enirine H-'i:-<‘.

H. 1II(«(«INS, Prop*!.

*w".

xrcrnsriixr,

Manufacturer ami Dealer in

Granite anil Marble Moments,
Tablets and Headstones.

Hear Giles Block,

STEAM

POLISHING WORKS.

.% I.rfr, Murk of Til,i,ll*.,l Work
stantly oil liami.

ST.,

1

,,n

ELLSWORTH-

Superintendent (to citizen sweeping
the streets in the hot sunlight.) ^ou
blaz
l>etter put on your hat, Mike; this
brain*
&
ing sunshine will affect your
Mike.-Sure, do you think I’d he sweepopp. Whiting Bros.’ i ing the streets if I had any brains, sir.

CLOTHING FACTORY
CAMPBELL. JOY

^,3&*!<?.’

In

J

WATER

ELLSWORTH

DESCRIPTION.

We hand It-

Newest Designs, Best Material, and FirstCla‘8 Workmanship at Lowest Prices.

ORANGES,
-FROM-

(ircat Vermont Marble

an

cost any more,

20

SHOP.

MARBLE

KUswortli ltr.im li ol' tli<*

French
Mixture

AND

Representing

FRANKLIN STREET

No. 1 Franklin Street.

Elegant

MAIN STREET,
ELLSWoRTH.
Gas and ether administered when de-lred.
Office formerly occupied by Pr. C >.Brag«l"n.

-OF-

in

AMOS P. TAPLEY & C0-.

HAGERTHY,

G. S.

I) E X T I S T.

We carrj tie

ERS the Beat Service* for the Dut Money.
Made for Men and Boys, from soft, pliable stock;
two styles, seamless Balmoral and Congress.
with and without tap sole.

ME.

Bar Harbor office,: 7 an-l s Ml. Iierert II ock.
Bluehill office open Saturdays.

no

It is strong, reliable, honest, and manufactured
expressly to give A EL OPT- IM K)K WORK-

AT

BAH HARBOR ANI) BIJ'KillU.

Oils.

Farmers,
Laborers,
Teamsters,
Can find
better shoe than the
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Peters’
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Window Shades,

the lead. That
Sarah Matthews, yet
lady was eighty-six years old last January, but the Echo reports seeing her out

OF
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empirical preparations, whose °!
ingredients are concealed, will °|
not be admitted to the Expo- o:

Paper.
Straw Matting,

takes
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tensive, “also
patent modi-

Wall

an
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in
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gcrous or of-

aiibtrlisnurnts.

ELLSWORTH.

eighty-flve-year-old Hockport man is seen
out horseback riding occasionally, but
Echo is excusable for
t lie Sheepscot
thinking that one of its neighbors, Mrs.

I’KALhK

that

any way dan-

new

No.

Bunker Hill, eightyWilliam Weeks,
four years old, has been making two trips
a day
with two yokes of oxen from his

coasting recently,
ing it, too.

“Articles

dollar per ton
year of ago, until

one

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

of

and

rate

that may be desired. Correspondence solicited.
All business strictly confidential.

tuition.

wood lot to Damariscotta pond, and

re-

54. Vessels If repaired to the extent of twentylive per cent of the costs of such if built entirely
new, -ball be taxed on the same valuation .as
vessels of five eighths of the agefof such re
1 mlml vessel.
55. All acts or part- of acts Inconsistent with
this act, arc here!'} repealed.
It is claimed by some that the new law
will have a tendency to keep old crafts
afloat and, in itself, detract from the construction of new vessels. In this respect
it is unfortunate, and yet it lightens a
heavy burden from t he ship-owners.

Maine

twenty-four miles remain to be built on
the Wiscasset & Quebec railroad before it
reached, Burnham. The building of the
sixty-mile Ashland branch of the Bangor
& Aroostook depends upon the decision
of the people of Aroostook at the polls,
but the branch is likely to be constructed
over one of the various routes suggested.

shall Ik?

an

life, $11,726.07; accident, $879.42, footing
up $29,109.37. Thus there was an increase
in 1894 of $3,577.97.

average

of

more

~°j

READ RULE XV.

April of each year.
or

age of such rebuilt vessels.
§3. A vessel shall be regarded as rebuilt only
on an expenditure being made of not less than
forty per cent of the cost of such vessel if built

C A R
office In Portland for the
purpose of ’dealing In bond* and securisuch a-* are legal Investment* for Savings

have

The insurance companies every year
pay a handsome sum into the State treasury. iln 1894 their taxes amounted to
$32,683.34 divided as follows: Fire $14,234.04; life, $17,380.63; accident, $1,063.67.
In 1893 the fire companies paid $16,499.88;

between two

ADMITTED

on or

dollars per ton, gross tonnage.
§J. Vessels when rebuilt shall he taxed on
the same valuation as vessels of one half the

million.

race

completed

--t-1 h

duced In value
per year for each additional
they shall have reached the age of seventeen
vessels
years, at and after which time, said
shall he taxed upon an appraised value of three
at

Hemp

Fairfield there are three sisters and
ties,
one brother living within sight of each
Bunks and Trusts, and have now on hand some
other, whose combined ages aggregate
particularly good securities tliat pay u good
!
318 years. This fact in no way impairs rate of Interest, to which I would call the attentheir good health and enjoyment of life. tion of all wanting Investments. Prices and
Mrs. Connor, eighty-five; description of securities will lie'sent on appllca
They are:
I am at
Mrs.? [Drew, eighty-one; Mrs. Totman, tlon. My arrangements are such that
and Mr. C. F. Bryan, seventy- all times able to furnish any particular security

to the utmost.

The majority of women possesses w hat
Hawthorne calls “the gift of practical
arrangement,” which is, he continues,
“a kind of natura1
magic that enables
these favored
onn
to bring out the
hidden capabilitys of things around
them, and particub rly to give a look of
habitahleness to any place w hicb, for however brief a period, may happen to be
their home.” Under the skilful touch of
these persons, unpromising or incongruous materials are brought into sub-

the

Sarsaparilla

dollars per ton

twenty

gr<*.--

—

Scranton is already pushing its olaims
for the Pennsylvania state convention of
1896.

\ulue **f

appraised

is

In

THE ONLY

Sf.< 1. All sailing vessels registered or enrolled under 11m* laws of the t'nited States or
foreign government-, owned wholly or in part
by Inhabitants of this State, shall be taxed upon

a

TllP

the
that
heavilyresult
expected
laden lime wagons will not continue to
ruin the roads under this arrangement.

AYER’S

The new law in relation to the taxation
of vessel property reads as follows:

me

THE

intermission.

A long-distance
ships ended Thursday morning in a very
close finish, if not absolutely a tie. The
the fire it was seen that he had got his
were the ‘‘Tam O’Shanter,'’ of
ships
clothes on hind side before. As poor Portland, and “The Wandering Jew,” of
head
from
at
himself
stood
looking
Paddy
Camden. Both vessels left Hong Kong on
to foot in amazement and dismay, one of the same
day, the “Tam O’Shanter” an
if
him
and
asked
the relief party came up
hour or so in the lead, and both arrived
but
he was very much hurt. *1 guess not.
at Sandy Hook
lightship, Wednesday,
I’m
and
dreadfully twisted’ the “Tam O’Shanter” still holding her
shure,
replied Pat. Some Christians are *dread- lead.
j fully tw isted’ w hen they go to the ballot There will not be very much railroad
j box to vote on the liquor question.”
building in Maine this season, but the
“The testimony of the individual ChrisAbout

ner.

In small Junior societies it has sometimes been found best not to divide th«
society into committees, but to appoim
simply the chairmen of the usual com
mittees, requesting each chairman tc
consider the entire society his commit

had for years.

inAKaa in n’irlth

Mr.

yield

for

part covered by insurance.
The Aroostook towns are growing.
There is a prospect of nine dwelling
houses to be erected upon a single street
in Fort Fairfield the coming season, and
Presque Isle and Caribou carpenters are
counting on the busiest season they have

out

j

We are freed from sin and beoome the servants of God that we may
have fruit unto holiness and the end
everlasting life. “For the wages of sin
ia death, but the gift of God is eternal
life, through Jesns Christ."
Bible Readings.—Ps. xvii, IS; Isa.
xxvi, 19; Math, xxii, 81, 32; Luke xx,
87, 88; Rom. vii, 4-6; viii, 11; I Cor.
vi, 34; xv, 14-20; II Cor. xiii, 4:
Gal. ii, 20; Eph. ii, 4-6; Phil, iii,
10-14; Cot. ii, 12; iii, 1-4; I Thess iv,
13, 14; IITim. ii, 11, 12; I John iii, 2.

weeks.

Fire at Oakland last Friday destroyed
nine buildings, including the machine
shops of the Waterman tool company and
the Oakland machine company. The loss
is estimated at $125,000, with but a small i

wish there were more of them, but we
so interested ourselves that we could
through Jesns Christ our Lord" (verse were
not stop to do much writing.
;
the
half
Bin
is
nnto
To
dio
only
11).
It seems almost a miracle that seven'
story. Wo must live nnto God. We
was a low, filthy,
must not only put off the old man, but years ago Mr. Wooley
one of the
put on the new. Wo must not only common drunkard, [and today
most earnest temperance workers and
cease to do evil, but learn to do welL
shows
Repentance includes a taming from sin talkers in America. It plainly
Sanctification ! that the “gospel temperance cure” is
and a turning to God.
includes a dying unto sin and a living better and surer than all the “Keeley
We rise with Christ Jesus and “gold” cures put together.
unto God.
For straight arguments and stick-to-itfrom sin that we may live with Him
unto God. This is the object of the tiveness on the argument Mr. Wooley is
Christian's life, not to yield himself unto without an equal. He pens his opponent
himself entirely unto i into a corner and there is no release withsin, but to

God

few

mother fourteen.

present;

word for word, but

we

which

who

News,

the youngest family in the
whole State lives in the town of Clinton,
w here the average age of father, mother
and daughter is but a little over ten
years. The father is seventeen and the

the Church,” and the following is sent
a

of

Perhaps

John (L Wooley recently gave a lecture
at Winthrop Centre on “The Power of

by

Winnowing*

Legislature.

State
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JWhen
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Novelty and Nonsense.
The freshet at Machias broke the lower
boom, and 500,000 logs ran into tidewater.
The flume in Getchell’s grist mill has
for
gone out, stopping the electric lights

U. tfolnmn.

£. S.

Week's

One

—

with Christ.
3. With Christ we live nnto God. “In
that He liveth, Ho liveth nnto God”
(verse 10). Others who were raised from
the grave arose to live as before, but
Christ arose to live nnto God, not,

rooms

|

Stibcrttamunts.

Created by the

Provisions of I tie Law

__________

IvITTKRY

Then eaeh grassy blade
Ml tremulous grew
A nd harnion v made
Tinkling drops ,,f dew
All the bird- began to -leg
Faster anthems to the King,
The risen Lord of day.
The blaek eb.ud- fled aw ay
Froii; the -we. t!y fading night.
All the cart with rose a light.
While the morning star shorn* through
Curtains rare of -apphire blue
All the air win full of love,
Karth below and heaven above
With worn!roii- beauty did adorn
That first and deare-t Faster morn.
The Churchman.

the burden of sin
mnst die oueo
for all to sin. Thera must be no return
or no continnanco in sin after we liavo
It is
once separated ourselves from it.
true that the greater the sin the greater
is the grace of God in forgiving it, and
yet we are not to sin that graco may
tho more abound. It cannot be. It is
self contradictory. Death and life are
antagonistic, and therefore if we are
dead to sin wo cannot be alive to sin.
To live in sin would be therefore an
evidence that wo have not died to sin

$eath

Bazar.

Ah’ the glory untold
rtf that garden of old,
XVhen the bright angel rolled
The huge stone from the door.
\ml the trees, bending oVr,
Saw the living Lord appear.
Saw the angel waiting near.
While the cavern hewn in stone.
Like a bridal chamber shone.
All the lilies white and -weet.
Leaning, kissed the pierced feet;
Ml the ro-es flushed with pleasure.
Offered Him their fragrant treasure.
All their sister flowers adored Him;
And the tall tree-, bending o’er Him,
Felt a happy thrill.
A s the joyous nreeze
Faster inii'ie waked
< *n their leafy keys.

anv sense

that

use to the most splendid apartment,
effectually dispelling that soulless magniticence which is so depressing to warmhearted
people. Harper's
every-day

—

expiation

so

had

and

Vml the darkness of that night,
Neither moon nor starry light.
With a sable pall oVrspread.
And an atmosphere of dread
Karth and heaven mourning
For the holy Head
II.

unto God
1. With Christ wo die nnto sin. "In
that he died, He died unto sin (verse
10). Christ died nnto sin. This may
for
mean several thiugs—that He died
tho destruction of sin; that He died for
In
or on account of sin.
its

concealed, and

been hard and forbidding
a
assume
genial and inviting aspect.
folks not only work their
clever
These
surroundings
spells upon unlovely
they accomplish what is even more,
of domesticity;
an
air
difficult, by giving
which

I.

•J1 -Consilient by Itcv.S. II. Doyle.
Topic.—Risen with Christ—from wh.it?—
Eons, vi, 1-12; 20-23* (Ail Easter meeting.)
Tho practical lessons from the resurrection of Christ are many and imporIn this twelfth chapter of Hotant.
the
mans Paul deals principally with
c?!;
s, of sanctilicatiou, il-

are

good points emphasized,

I*. K. CALKINK
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Topic for

stiff outlines, defects
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jection, harmonious arrangments replace
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.AMERICAN
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in Hancock county;

11past-office*
other papert-in

the

county

com-

reach so many. The AMERbined do not
in
u not the only paper printed

Inez Page; No. 8 district, Nellie
9 district, Ida Grindle. All the
teachers are residents of Sedgwick, and
four more teachers have positions in
Brooklin, namely: Mrs. Marin ThompMiss Evvie
son, Miss Fannie Herrick,
Hillings and Miss Clara Thurson.
April 15.

Sound.

Castine.

at

Clapp; No.

atibrrttBetnmtB.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Ada Higgins is at work for Mrs. Stephen

Wednesday, April 17, 1895.

Sargent.

MA

A1 Nickerson has had his house plastered recently.
About thirty men
Rodick’s quarry.

are

cutting paving

on

INK

LAW BKGARDINO WK1GI1TS AND MKASI'RKS.

1mir1i»*1 of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 pounds, ami
a bushel of Turks Island salt shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes, in good
order ami tit lor shipping, is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in good orderamllll for shipping, Is 62 pounds. Of wheat, beets,
ruta baga
turnips and peas, 60 pounds; of corn, 66
pounds;of onions, 62 pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye. and Indian meal, 60 pounds; of barley and
buckwheat,48 pounds;of oats 32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
A

Henry Howard and wife are boarding
William Sargent’s.
There was n social dance at town hall
Fred Leighton came here from West
and ha* never claimed to
county,
Hancock
Country Produce.
Friday evening.
Sullivan last Wednesday.
I tenon.
i* 'he only paper that can propbe but it
j There was a lyceum at the Normal hall Walter Blake is running the job on Improved Yellow Eye, per Lush.2.50y3.00
all
the
a COUNTY paper;
I’ea, hand picked, jmt bu.2.50g3.00
crlv be called
Friday evening.
Fernald Bros.’ upper quarry.
I’eas:
local papers. The circularest are merely
Miss Mattie I.uce left Monday for a
Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Mrs. Ina Higgins has gone to Otter
Butter.
American, barrin<7 the Bar short visit in Boston.
tion of the
Creek to run a boarding house.
Butter remains stationary.
summer list, is
larger
W. C. Tuttle, of Belfast, has opened his
Harbor Record's
William Ellis and Gerald Richardson
Creamery per n>.26
other
Dairy. 20
the
all
studio
papers
printed
in
town
for
a
fewr
work.
have gone to Otter Creek to
days.
than that of
Cheeae.
W.
A.
has
been
a
who
Best factory (new) per lb.15
county.
to
The
sound
is
Walker,
spending
navigation.
Hancock
again
open
in
Best dairy (new).15
few days in Vinalhaven, arrived home The ice went out Monday, the 8th.
Dutch (Imported).1.10
Tuesday.
The library society held its weekly
Unriuoro.
in this
The market Is slowly recovering.
Miss Kate Davenport, who has been meeting with Mrs. Perry Sargent last
Frank Kelley, of Ellsworth, was
Fresh laid, per doz.14
spending the winter in Waterbury, Conn., Tuesday afternoon.
place Sunday.
Hay.
to
Ellsarrived
has
home
Best loose, per ton..8 311
gone
Saturday.
schoolThe committee has had the old
Ulysses Hodgkins
Baled.14 315
Capt. and Mrs. Roland Brown left house torn down to build out-buildings
worth to work.
Meadow.5
has started on his Thursday for Philadelphia, where they to the new school-house.
Straw.
Capt. Frank Cloason
Loose.637
will join the veaael and sail for China.
first trip to Rockland.
Capt. George Sargent, of the schooner
Baled.83IO
Miss Grace Noyes,
and Miss Nora “Puritan,” came from Northeast Harbor
Vegetables.
First fresh fish of the season here to-day
.f8 Potatoes,
Coombs left Saturday morning for Vinal- here the 12th, and will load with paving lteets, per lb
.50
were much welcomed.
.03 ft wee t potatoes, lb,
Cabbage,
.'6
Bar Harbor haven, where they will teach this spring. block at HalFs quarry.
.09 Turnips, per bu
Onions,
.90
Stephen Douglass went to
Bermuda onions, lb,
.10 Cranberries,
.lb
Mrs. Boyd
Bartlett
and Clarence
.03 Spinach, pk
Squashes, per lb
.50
last week to obtain work.
Morgan’s Bay.
.16
Cucumbers,
Wheeler arrived in town Saturday, and
to
force
the
was
Bosreturned
from
A.
Cousins
Mrs.
M.
trying
T.
Hodgkins
F.
Groceries.
are
visiting their mother, Mrs. G. A. ton Thursday.
Oil has taken a
season last Saturday by plowing.
jump this week. The rise Is
Wheeler.
to be due to the giving out of oil wells,
A. J. Candage was at home from Bar reported
Tllden Bowden has gone to Lamoine to
which has almost doubled the price of crude
The
of
class
for
the
graduation
parts
Harbor Sunday.
potroleum. If this is the real cause of the adwork in William Hutchins’ blacksmith
the class of '95, Eastern State normal
vance, oil Is likely to be “up” for some time to
Fred J* Candage and F. L. come. The oil country is full of prospectors. U
shop.
Capts.
have been assigned as follows:
school,
a
week
teams
Coftss per lb
Crocker were in Surry Tuesday.
.064.10
We have two delivery
Ktcs,psrlb
Helen M. Dunbar, North
.26(430 Pickles, psr gal
Klo,
.404.00
Lamoine—H. L. Smith’s and Valedictory,
from
of
Mocha,
.40 Olives, psr qt
Edwin
.3 (<$.75
Milbridge,
Hayford,
Capt.
Castine; salutatory, Harry H. Richard.31
J*v*.
Vinegar -pergalW.
William King’s.
“G.
the
schooner
of
has
taken
Tea— per lbcharge
Pure elder.
.25
son, Castine; history, Carrie A. Whitaker,
.404 80 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.06
Percy Bragdon, Ralph Hodgkins and Franklin; essay, True Varnum, Alex- Reed.”
Oolong.
.06
.264.60 Oat meal, per lb
Bar
from
lb—
came
per
.05
up
Quaker rolled oats
Granville Douglass
ander; essay, Hattie B. Glidden, WhiteCapt. John Wilson has taken com- Hugar.f5 Buckwheat,
Granulated.
.05
Coffee—A A B.
Harbor, Sunday.
.14 Graham,
,«i4
Held; essay, Lura I. Wardwell, Eden. mand of the schooner “Victor.” Robert
.u4 Kyemeai,
Yellow, C.
.04
with him.
Bowden and Delbert Hodgkins, Graduation occurs June 8.
Cousins
IC1J[

Gardner

who have
are

goes

April 12.

been ill with rheumatic fever,

able to be out.

l<anioin«.

Wesley Ford left Monday
will

he

where

bor,

coming

be

Seal Haremployed the
for

Miss Phosia Higgins went to Franklin
to commence her spring term of school

Hodgkins arrived

Albert

»•

_a

I_a

home

II_t_

...

U

this

......

;

Ln

has been employed.
J. H. Douglass has seventy chickens
just hatched, thirteen hens setting, and

to

Capt. S. W. Cousins is getting the
schooner “Gold Hunter” ready for the
Mumtiipr trade.
J. A. Candaere will comF. L. Crocker and Amasa
mand her.
Young go with him.

to-day.

summer.

Molasses—per gal—

Belfast. He will go as mate in the schooner
“Poccasset,” Capt. George Herrick.

Capt. Uzial Candage has gone

An Easter concert, consisting of select
readings, recitations and music, was given
at the church last evening, but owing to
the storm only a small number were
present, and part of the exercises will be
repeated next Sunday morning. A col-

Cherry field.
The voters of Cherryfleld have wisely
taken measures to preserve the shade
trees of the village. In too many places
the trees, which form the chief attraction, are left unprotected from the
caprice of landowners or the ignorance
of an incompetent road commissioner
until irreparable damage is done.

expects to set more soon.
lection will be taken for the Good Will
We regret to hear ot the poor health o(
Farm.
Arthur Mansfield, of Waltham, Mass.,
Heman S. Cousins died last Sunday
formerly ot this place, who was unfortunate enough to have his toot amputated evening at the advanced age of eightyIn his younger
less than two years ago. It is feared he two years aud nine days.
years he was master-ship builder, doing
may loose his other.
business. He was well-known
a large
April 9.
Two dams on the west branch of the
throughout Hancock county. He had a Narraguagus river and the bridge crosswhom
all
of
South Hancock.
family of eleven children,
ing at Sprague's Kails were carried away
Miss Blanche Smith spent last week in are now living, with the exception of one
by the freshet last Wednesday night.
Lamoine.
daughter. He was ever a kind and The loss is ft,500. Additional damage
and
Mrs. Eugene Wooster has been quite devoted father, loved, respected
may result from the detention of the log
honored by his children. He took an
drive of 3,000,000 feet hung up on account
ill, but is now improving.
active interest in politics, and had been a
of the loss of on of these dams. The
Mrs. Helen Crabtree and daughter
representative to legislature from this freshet on the Narragaugus is the biggest
Tberese have returned home.
district. His wife died several years ago;
in twenty years.
Charles Webster and family moved and his last years were lonely, and
Harry L. Bartlett, of Cherryfleld, holds
Into the Springer house Tuesday.
sufferhe had experienced a great deal of
the bun, if tales be true, for tine writing,
Rev. Mr. Golden spoke in the school- ing. He leaves one sister.
fine, however, in a sense not dreamt of in
April 15.
house at Mt. Desert Ferry Sunday morn-

Fresh—per

.07(4-11

Samuel

Gould went to Boston last Thursemployed for a few

Fred Perry, of Burnham, is visiting his
grandmother, Mrs. Martha Marshall.
Miss Blanche Smith, who is attending
school here, is boarding with Mrs. Abbie

months.

Melvin A. Wardwell, who has been
studying medicine with Dr. G. R. Hagerthy during the winter, went to Bar

Graves.

Harbor Monday.
The stockholders of Union hall have
called a meeting for next Saturday evening to re-organize and choose « new
board of trustees.
April 8.
South

Sun

W.

on

the “Juliette” last

Monday.
E. W. Cunningham
last week.

wai

up from Hall

(Quarry

Isaac Treworgy
hill over Sunday.

was

I^ewis F. Treworgy
blinds on his house.

home

has

from

put

Blue-

window

L. O. Fowler and Man ford Black were
home from liar Harbor Sunday.
Everett S. Treworgy has been home on
a short vacation from VVaterville.
It is understood that D. G. Means will
cows in for the creamery.
Mrs. Edward Rich, of Newton Centre,
Mass., is visiting her mother at Morgan’s

put six

Bay.
Frank W. Pemberton has bought the
Fred Luck ins place, and is going to thor-

April

...i.

onS

ImiMitlVH

SlRt’s.

9.

SlIlINft

Charles Small 1ms recently taken a large
number of photographs in Sunset and
vicinity, one of which is quite peculiar,
since it has four generations on two sides.
The picture consists of E. S. Small’s
mother, Mrs. Small’s father and down to
their great-granddaughter. This is the
only family in town where four generations

can

Victor Smith spent Sunday at home
He will be employed
from Bar Harbor.
at Winter Harbor this season.
Miss Frances Norris has returned home
from Ellsworth, w here she has spent the
winter. She will spend the summer at
Bar Harbor.

water to England, and is pronounced by
all who have seen it to be the finest piece
of penmanship ever exhibited.

be

is
Joan Curtis
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Maria Durgan. She has
been living in East brook with her son,
Wellington Curtis, for the past year. She
is nearly eighty-eight years of age, and
last winter she knitted seven pairs of
mittens and four pairs of socks, besides
helping some about the house-work.
Mack.
April 15.
Mrs.

.15
.24

lb

arrived
The schooner “Hazel Dell”
from Deer Isle last Saturday with a cargo
of uncut stone for the White granite
company. She is now loading with cut
granite for New York.

April

Evangelist Buffam has had good

cottages.
Miss Lena Dow, of Massachusetts, who
has been ill eight months at Mrs. Mary
Byard’s with a rheumatic trouble, left
for her home Thursday, accompanied
by her sister, her uncle, Mr. Snow, and
his wife.
Mrs. Lovina F. Wilson, who celebrated
her ninety-second birthday on Wednesday, the 10th inst., is quite ill at the home
Mrs. Julia Wilson, her daughter-inlaw.
Mrs. Wilson 1ms enjoyed good
health and been a very industrious person all her life.
She is said to be the
oldest person in Sedgwick.
of

G. S. Bridges h is been elected superincommittee.
of
the school
tendent
Teachers have been engaged ns follows:
No. 1 district, Miss Beulah El well; No.
district, Miss Annie Gray; No. 3 district,
Miss Effie Sargent; No. 4 district, Miss
Millie Durgain; No. 5»district, Miss Cora
Emerson; No. 6 district, Alice Flye; No. 7

success

Goose Cove.

Several are at work in the factory of A.
E. Farnsworth.
Rev. J. E. Bowman has held some good
meetings at Bass Harbor.
Rev. W. T. Johnson preaches interesting sermons, and people who art* not in the
habit of attending church are interested

girl

Thursday.

last

Frank Smith has been absent from
home since December, but his return is
looked for this week.

Alphonso Mayo and wife
move to Prospect this week

are

going

to commence

!

April

Pecans,
Brazils,

Hbbrrtisnnntta.

In the Btomach or feeling
of fulness after eating Is

,40(#.AO

Fruit.
.10
Tamarinds,
Currants,
.080* >2
0W* 15 Anples, choice string
.08
.12
choice sliced
.!((».11
Nuts.
.2u
15
Filberts, per lb
.16 Eng. Walnuts, per lb
.2*
.15 Chestnuts, per qt
20

The “Mascot” did not return l » Bar
Harbor Sunday night on account of the
storm, but is still lying at the wharf
waiting for a change of weather.
the hall was engaged for the regular
preaching service on Sunday evening,
the Easter concert by the Sunday school
will be given next Sunday evening,

Hrcediiifr

THING

April

15.

licgi-tereil Pi tlu* American (.uernsev

JUST

1,0

( at

W'il
taml t'*»r service at my 'arm •»n Suit;
r.• cI, tiircc ijuartiT- mile from Kll-worth p<.-i

TERMS, 83.00.

3rt,

S.

Cheap Boy

department

we

!

Department.

show

at

Our

Seasonable

Neckwear.

FRIEND &

Special Diploma lor being ill
Wyman Park la.-t tall.

age at

HOLMES

Have tin*

Sole

Agency

for

CO.

Hancock t ounty.^if

A.

FREDERICK

COOMBS.

^wqTwsInThildrenc !
Hundreds of children have worms, but
them lor nearly everything else.

OCT.

Fine Assortment of

No.

awarded a
>1 any

a

_

Hulls.

tic Club.

|

jig

Just Received.

ROBINHURST,

,i

W

ran

Your Cows to

Try tlu* Thoroughbred
Guernsey Hull,

•/

San Franciseo
Providence
Budalo

It is always ready for use; it cleans itself every time it is used; the flow of ink
he inereased to suit writer by slightly turning pen back into barrel; ladies and
school children can carry it in any position and it will not leak; when the cap is on
it is impossible to get any ink out; it never drops ink or floods when writing; it cannot gum or foul, as it is always moist; the Gold Pens are the very best made, and
warranted unconditionally; the assertment includes Long, Medium and Short Nibs,
and Fine, Medium, Coarse and Stub Points, to suit every hand.

!

Bubber Blarters,

LATEST

W

id
10

A FOUNTAIN I'EN THAT 18 WARRANTED.

Marbles,

Scrub

/;.

Chicago

mmmml

!

As

Columbia
Agency, or will
be mailed for
two s-eent
any

JK

Telephone connection.

w

('urtains,

Holt's

ITJ.

True’s Pin Worm Elixir;;
>

^
m
|

T

notin' that Ik
1
Ellsworth,foi
tin* support of tin* poor, during tin* ensuing year
anti has made ample provision tor their support
He then-lore forbids aJi porsnns from furnishing
supplies to any paupeivm his account, a» wlthou
j his written order, hcfwill pay for no jroods s
I furnished.
V
Harky s. Junes.
i

A small Boston girl, who whs an un^
of the up-to-dateHiovcl
is
Here
listener at a family discussion
"hoarsely."
noticed
talking
stop
‘•Wretch" he cried over recent public
events the other
a sample of them:
hoarsely;” “You shall he mine!” he i morning, suddenly piped up with: “Say,
cried hoarsely;” "Miserable women!" he mamma, is everybody wicked?” “Why,
these no, my child, of course not,” mnvered
and .all
exclaimed hoarsely,
“hoarsely” expressions occurred on one mamma. “What do you ask such a quesnovel.
-The tion as that for?” “Only because you
page of a re ni sensational
authors should either supply t heir heroes
haven’t said a nice thing about anyone
about
with cough drops or see a specialist
to-day!” The rest was silence.
them.
We want

Store.

Pauper \otice.
meler'i.'iH-il lierebv jarives
rj^HK
>l with the Lit of
lias colit,

i

,

T<)

Variety
>

their parents doctor A

Is the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Remedy for nil the complaints of children, such as Feverishness,
Costiveiless. Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc. It has been a
household remedy for43 years. Its elUeaev in such troubles
^
Ho Cts. At all
has never been e«|imlled. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price
Dr. J. F. TRUE &. CO., AUBURN. ME.
Druggists, or of the Propi ietors.

has been in

Capt. S. Y. Bennis and daughter returned on Saturday from a trip to Cuba
nnd Mexico.

Boston
New York

LEWIS

;

and

assimilation
of food, move the bowels easily and thus
prevent and cure Biliousness, Torpid Liver,
and Constipation. They are tasteless and
do not gripe or cause pain. Sold by all
druggists. 25 cents. InaiBt upon Hood’s.

Kate Dunbar is expected home
this week.

b«a»cbsm«i*i

Catalogue
of these famous
wheel* free at

25
,2i

Bird Kites,

Hood’s Fills.
They aid di-

from Boston

■■

$50 for Boys’ and Oirls’ sizes.

sltJijErtisnncnts.

effectually

Sullivan-

JR

.08^w.l0

prevented by

Stop

best, $80 $60.

With even’ cash purchase of $?o.oo we give a beautiful Pastel or etching.
They are on exhibition in our window; drop
in and see them

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla

That Distress

S

| QQ

next

HARTFORD Bicycles,

Look
.15
.16

JO

per lb
per !•>

NewPrice $

lb

12t«.^u

Almonds, per lb

0

themselves.

third

8.

No other bicycle ever shall equal a Columbia.
The greatest bicycle factory in the world says so.

R

the finest line of up-to-date
clothing in eastern Maine, comprising all the latest patterns
in overcoats and suitings, and the quality, style and finish arc
This statement we back up with the goods
second to none.

.04

•*

Figs,
hates,
Kaisii.s,
Prunes,

Lucretia Smith has been in pool
health all winter and is able to sit uj
only part of the day now.
Mrs.

wt
SR

Men’s and Youths’

.02

Coco aunts, each

their summer’s work.

On the steering-head of every Columbia bicycle of this year’s make that name-plate appears.
It is unique, handsome, and indicates much—
satisfaction and highest enjoyment to the rider.
No other bicycle has ever equalled a Columbia.

Some parents are inclined to buy too cheap clothing for
We have a large assortment of boys’ clothing
the boy.
that will bear the most rigid examination.
They are cheap
The cut above represents the
in price but rich in quality.
buckboard we give every purchaser of children’s clothing.

lb-

Oranges*—
.S»
Cal. Oranges,
.3ttf*.;ts Messina
.Ufa*.15 Blood oranges.

Lemons, pr do*
Bananas,
App'es,

tc

8

In this

Tallow—per

1

THE BEST BICYCLE.

Spring wheat, MY* 1.15
Midditugs, per bag
1.35

.04 Rough,
.03 1-2 Tried,
.3(4.75
.25*4.40
.'Mo .30
.Seeds.
Herds Grass per bu 3.25 Clover, per
Red Top, per lb
.12 R *d,
.18 Alsike,
Ltwrnsc d. Ib,
Fresh Fruit.

of Edward Guptill and wife
The
was made happy by the arrival of a little

--

Lewiston
Moses Hawkins
two weeks carring for his son, who is ill.

Mackerel, large, apiece
.2l<* .25
.10
Halibut it as,
.12
Halibut heads.
o4
Smoked bloaters, do*
25
Smoked halibut.pr lb 12418
Smoked atewives, string

.61
6S

Hides—per lb-Ox
Cow,
Calf Skins, green
Pelts.
Lamb skins,

home

in his work.

Miss

.10

.75
.50
Hide* and Tallow.

are

Miss Lizzie Smith has gone to the City
to study for a nurse.

gestion

SoiitliwcMl HttiJior.
at

some new

U.

13.

Horatio Wakefield and James Smith
work at Bar Harbor.

hospital, Boston,

Hubert Cousins returned last week from
Milbridge, where he has been on a visit.

found twice.

Sedgwick.
O. P. Carter leaves to-day, the 15th, for
West View on Little Deer isle, to work
for Capt. C. L. Babson, who is erecting

at

I.ula Long has gone to Hoston for a few
days on business.
Philip Howard, a young law student
from Kocklaud, is visiting friends here.

\V. F. Chapman and family have moved
home from Black Island, where Mr. Chapman has been employed the last two years
as granite cutter and foreman.

Corn n;esl per bu
Corn, full weight pr bu
Barley, per bu
Oats, per bu

>

8

Columbia

Don’t Make

20

.C5(4 C6 Tongues and sounds,

2.5
Second Clear,
Patents,
Winter wheat, 4.006* I.50
4.(5(44.75
wheat,
Spring

Sill ittiv ill*.

Kawt Itliiclitll.

John Wilson has taken eharge of the
sehooner “Victor,” and Edwin Hay-ford
of the sehooner "U. W. Heed.”

13

on

v

M. F. Young left

......Ul..

:

letter

a

Irving McFarland has been visiting
friends in Sullivan for a few days.
Sherman McFarland, who has been at
home, will return to Bar Harbor soon.

where he will be

.08
.78(4.16
.10(416

.05
Cod,
Mr. Bartlett never writes
.04
Haddock,
!
back
of
a
.164.18
.16
the
Halibut,
but
anything
-3J(t» 40 St. John atewives, each, .<>4
Salmon,
postage stamp, while pleasant little pas- Pickerel, lb
.!u Finnan Haddie,
.10
American
constitimes like penning the
Corned tish per lb
.oft
.40
tution on his great toe-nail is one of his
Oysters, per «*•.,
.36
His very
Scallops, qt
exercises.
before-breakfast
.25
Clams, per pk
and
of
the
Lord’s
latest consists
prayer
.2>'
Clams, per 4*
three additional lines written with a steel
.12
Lobsters, per Ik
25
Flounders. dna.
pen and with no aid to the eye, within
.2
Shad,
<4.30
an
of
three-sixteenths
of
about
the space
.12(4 15
Blueflsh,
inch square. It cannot be read without
Fuels
the aid of a microscope, though the eye
Coal—per ton
alone can tell that it is written matter Wood--per cord—
Hard.
6 00
3.00(4.600 Broken,
Dry
and make out a very few of the words.
2.00(43.60 Stove.
6.(0
Dry Soft.
a
still
more
Mr. Bartlett has performed
S.oO
Itoundings, per load
Egg,
6 00
1.00(41.25 Nut,
wonderful feat of writing in the same
6.00
Blacksmith's,
manner, the Lord’s prayer within a space
Grain
and
Feed.
Flour,
This
has
an
inch
of
of five-eights
square.
Shorts, per bag
been sent to the leading engraving Arms Fleur—per bbl—
I
3.0fW3.5'l
Mixed teed,
12Vrl.25
in this country, and has been across the ! Straights,
Winter wheat.
First clear,
1.25
2-5t<*300

North Hancock.

Mrs. Frank Kelley went to Bangor last
week, where she is visiting relatives and
friends.

day,

Salt—per lo
Cod,
Dry
Pollock,
Mackerel.
Herring per do*

your rhetoric.

ing.

I

Salt—

.40
.50

Steak, Beef, lb.
I6rip.30 Tripe, per lb
Fresh 1’ork,
1C4.1*» Hams, per lb
.0*4 16 Mutton, per ib.
Veal, per Ib
.0*4.16 Lamb, per lb.
Boasts,
Bsef. Corned, pr lb
Poultry—per Ib—
.16 Fowl.
Tongue,
Salt Fork, per lb
.In bologna
.10*4 12
Lard,per lb
.08
Pigs' Feet, per lb
Flats.

5

means

.06(425
Dairy, per bag
1.00
Liverpool, prewt
.80 Turks Island, pr cwt
1.00
8/rup.
Maple Syrup, p qt. 2^430 Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.604-85
Kerosene, per gal
.12
Astral oil.
.14
Lumber and Building Material*.
Lamber—per M—
Clapboards— per M—
Hemlock.
8(410 Extra Sprnce.
24(426
Hemlock boards
7-(a)12 Spruce. No. 1.
17(418
12(416 Clear Pine,
Spruce
3.V40O
'6(420
Extra
floor,
Pire,
35(460
Spruce
.12(4(5 Laths—per SiPine,
Matched pine,
15(416 Spruce.
2.00
Shingles—per M—
Nails—per lb
.02(4 04
3.26 Cement perCaak
Cedar, Extra.
1.60
one, 2.10 Lime—per Cask 1.05*41. M
No. 1,
1.40 Itrlck -per M
7.uU@U
Scoots, .9C(<$|.00 White Lead—pr lb .0-X4.O8
1(41.26
Spruce,
Provialona.
the
Up goes
price of l**ef, anti other meats
follow. It is given out that the rise in beef is
due to shortage in supply, hut market-men put
little faith In this report, being Inclined to think
that the so-called "shortage in supply’' is
caused by a little pinch a few of the big Westhave on the market. At all
ern operators
events, there’s lots of beef if you pay the price.
In Ellsworth markets there is an advance of
about 5 cents per pound on beef. We quote
Havana,
Porto Klco,

1

That
Plate

some

heroes to

]

|

CITY

Corrcspontmuf.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

<t!)c vfUeuiortl) 'American.

and Notes of Interest of Hancock County Towns.
\ new station, to be called ‘‘Waukeag,”
i is to be built at the Hancock-Sullivan

Village Improvement Parties.
Ellsworth. Me., April 16,1895.
To the Editor of the American:
The season of literary clubs, delightful
as it may have been, is drawing to a close,
ferry crossing.
and now a club, “of the people and for
South Brooksville has purchased a site
the people,” comes to the front and begs
and will begin the construction of its
recognition from all our good citizens.
new school house soon.
The
Village improvement
society,
The Buck's Harbor sardine factory has
whose only reason for existence is the
been sold to Dodge A Bangs, who will
desire to aid in improving our city,
repair and operate it the coming season.
believes that it is fulfilling its mission, in
Benjamin Steward, of Lamoine, tapped both material and moral respects, by
between 1.400 and 1,500 trees this year, giving social parties in Hancock hall.
The money raised will be expended
j Two days recently he gathered six hogsheads of sap each day.
directly in the interest of the city, and
!
There are lots of “swelled heads’’ in surely the wisest method of doing away
I West Brooksville. Beg pardon; no barm with objectionable entertainments is to
It’s mumps, that’s all. Our cor- offer something better in their place.
meant.
Boston has her popular, or, as they are
from that
place reports
respondent
more familiarly called, “pop concerts”;
twenty-seven cases this week.
should not Ellsworth have a scries
While the fishermen of the shore towns why
of “popular parties”?—parties universalare busy getting their weirs ready for the
attended by old and young of all sects,
early spring run of fish, the tradesmen ly
where we may meet for social interand cottage owners of Bar Harbor are
change of thought, listen to the best
preparing for the first rush of summer
local musical talent; those who desire can
visitors.
join in a game of cards, and those who
Bucksport seems to be well satisfied
from the enjoy the “poetry of motion,” can inwith her partial separat: n
in
favorable
W’estern Hancock municipal court, as she dulge
dancing, under
has a recorder appointed by the governor auspices.
that she can claim as her own, under the
So next Friday night, let all our ladies
new law—which is the next thing to the
distinct court that she wanted.—Lewiston go, prepared to take off thefr wraps and
be so agreeable and brilliant, and all our
Journal.
so attentive and entertaining
Capt. Hank Haff, who is to sail the gentlemen
American cup defender, has engaged a that it will prove a “popular party”
sailors.
If
Maine
of twenty-five
crew
indeed.
V. I. s!
News
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state OF MAINE.
By Henry

B. Cleaves. Governor.

PROCLAMATION
FOR A

DAY OF

Maine’s cup defenders shall be half as inas her flag defenders, the
trepid
cup will
be held with a determination that should
strike terror to the British heart.— Philadelphia Record.

FASTING and PRAYER.

Recognizing with grateful hearts the numerblessings vouchsafed by Almighty God to
Commonwealth and her people, invoking
The Record says that the winter just
His favor, care and guidance in the future, by
tbe advice of the Executive Council, I hereby passed has been one of the most profitable
designate Thursday, the twenty.fifth day of ever experienced in Bar Harbor, while
April, as a day of
I before it is the prospect of the best sea1
Bar Harbor may well
son in its history.
AND
Let us abstain from all unnecessary labor, congratulate itself.
ous
Our

PRAYER.

FASTING

and amid the surroundings of the home, in
the churches and place* dedicated to public
worship, observe the day in a manner becoming a Christian people, that we may perpetuate
the sacred and honored custom of the Pil

Fathers,

grim

....

who

so

firmly

and

......

securely

Given at the Council Chamber, in August*,
this twenty-seventh day of March, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety five, and of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and nineteenth.
HENKY B. CLEAVES.
the Governor:
Nicholas Fessenden, Secretary of State.

By

From all the Hancock county shore
towns which are sought by summer residents comes the report that the demand
f.

"It is
The Biddeford Journal says:
absolute fact that the business de-

an

iu

cntlain-.y

>

more are

reported

O h

a

|

the

irrt-of*>r

thuM

1

u -1

ntlri

war

This is about what

taken.

is

every spring, and it shows how
resort business of Maine and

summer

Hancock county towns is increasing.
At the opening of the baseball season
engagement of a player is a
any new
matter of interest and discussion. The
lowest figure of the season was offered
and accepted on a pitcher from Cranberry Isle the other day, for a news item
informs us that Mrs. Jane Kosebrook reI cently sold an old blue earthen pitcher,
which once belonged to her father, for
twenty-five dollars. And that wasn't a
very bad price for that kind of a pitcher.

Bangor Commercial.

pression of the past twenty months,
severe as it has been, has been less

A Short Meeting: and Hut Little Huslnoss.

The aldermen met last Thursday

|

I ing, pursuant

property, deeded

and

Aldermen
and

Clerk

to

the city by said Wake-

field to insure his support by his children
in his old age, the committee on city
property recommended that it be deeded
the heirs, they having performed
the obligations of the bond by which
the property was held, and both Mr.
Wakefield and his w ife being dead.
The committee appointed to see Mr.
Holmes reported that the conference
with him had not resulted satisfactorily,
and suggested that Mr. Holmes be reback to

all

be

to

quested

at

present

a

meeting

to

confer with the full board.
Roll of accounts No. 3, was audited
follows:
ROLL OF

ACCOUNTS

FUND.

NO.

the

and we earnestly
co-operation of all
one.

movement.

"parties"
hall next
Let

us

all

success,

The

urge the hearty
citizens in the

first

these

of

is to take

place at Hancock
Friday evening, the 19th,
join in making it a rousing
so

that

beginning of a long
social gatherings.

the
may be
series of similai

it

On

be
page <> of this issue may
found the admirable paper on "The

Kindergarten,” substantially
vi VT 11

-’113.

wlU

week at the

as

it was

»»

1.131

Congregational vestry

it

city. The stress laid upon the
importance of the proper guidance ol
children at the beginning of tlieii
life is
nolle
school
too
strong
The policy is too general of employing young and inexperienced
teachers in the lower grades; the
is the
true
reverse
exact
plan.
If the kindergarten system is not
generally adopted, it will have accomplished a great work in directing the
this

attention of educators to the serious
defect in the American school system
of putting youth and inexperience in
the

place
perience

where years and long exshould be found.
Mrs,

Woodman’s paper is well worth careful perusal.

age

expects of

A

of

problem

short

a

whit

this

modern

•'

50.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

Jordan,
I.H.Tarbox,
E.
C.
Plo,
Hiram W. Nason,
Charles K. Higgins,
C. I. Welsh,
C. E. Plo,
Calvin I*. Googlng,
C. E. Plo,
Daniel Harrington,

*•

High School,
Com'l School,

School,
School house.

Highway,
Sidewalks,

woman.”

time

'go

pa! T-bie

we

1

tin-

record of Josieh Crosby. < f D< v. r, who
has served is moderator
f..r tiepa-t
t

hirty-four

years, r.nd

k

-*

1

to tear

of Hancock county
<>; tntieorge II. Wither:
some

along
incidentally

his record

“to

break

:

the

!e

from
:

rs.

s--r>ds
ami

the record of the
man from Dexter, which we believe it
does by reason of the special meetings.
Mr. Witherle has served as moderator of
lie

annual

to break

to

eon

to

astine
meeting of
thirty-three successive year- >•.."> t«> 1S95
inclusive and also of fifteen
special
meetings. Next!
t

town

mediately proceeded against by

the

collectors of internal revenue. At one
time the cabinet had under consideration the

advisability

of

suspending

the collection of the tax until the supreme court had passed upon its con

ifitutionality

with a full bench, and it
is said that it would have been sus-

pended
Secretary Carlisle insisted upon the necessity of getting as
had not

much money as possible out of the
tax, even if some of it should jjave to
be

paid

back under a later decision of

the court.

It is

regarded

as

certain

that the case will in the near future be

re-argued and
full bench.

a

decision reached by

a

till*

1

>

V

<

1 *>

ft

out

“but," added the lawy-r,

Our

-ends

in

Bucksport is discussing he water supply. A correspondent from that place

An epidemic of some
the citizens.
It is
is not at all an improbability.
hard to suggest any remedy as long as the
present source of supp'y is used. Silver
Lake was never designed for a water
supply, and it would hive been far better
for Bucksport if the system had never
been put in.
But a short distance farther
and Williams pond, an exceptionally fine
and pure sheet of water, would have furnished the town with a pure fluid and
ample pressure for fire purposes and
household use in every part of the village.
As it is there is bad water, no fire pressure to speak
of, and no service for
dwellings in many second stories or in
the highest parts of the village.”

It is

#136.29

Granite Business
desire

desir^,

and you w’ill find
Satisfy one
that it has broughtla large and hungry

family along.

%

-2—~—

specialty,

a

solicit orders for

anything in this

II

«>ur
are

|

Long-Distance Telephone

all

us to

handle your orders

please you.

<'<>rr<‘>i>oml»‘iic«. solicited.

YOUR

SPRING

MEDICINES

NEW

BROS.’

DRUG

STORE.

We have

of the

one

Stocks of

largest
Chemi-

Drugs,

cals, Patent Medicines and
Toilet Article- in Eastern
Maine.

system.

by

blood—dys-

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss: (’o.irt of
Probate, April
d.
a.
is9.r>
term,
toon the foregoing petit ion, order* d
That
said petitioners give public notice t all persons interested, bv causing a copv of the petition and this order thereon, t«< hi published
three weeks successively in the E.-worth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for -aid countv,
lobe held at Hucksport. on the
ml Wednesday of May next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if a:.v they
M-rhave, why the prayer of -ail
should not be granted.
(>. P. Cl'NNINi.HAM. Judge
Attest: -('has. p. I)ou|- Ibgistrr.
A true copy, Attest:—(’has. P. I)okk, Kcgister.
To the Honorable Judge of Pr< ate for the
county of Hancock.
INDKItSlUNKD. administratrix of
1 the estate of Abigail I.ampher, late of
Hucksport. in said county, dc
-pectfully represents that the goods and chattels,
rights and credits of said decc.i-ed are not
sufficient to pay her just debts and barges of
administration by the sum of one thousand
dollars; wherefore your petition' pr.c. your
honor to grant her a license to
at public
or
wing deprivate sale, and convey the b
scribed real estate situated in -.ml HucksM Honport, and bounded on the easier!
alii street, on the northerly by m formerly
.‘nd
<>f Hosea Orcutt, on the wa--ti r.v
formerly of Hannah P. Holt, "nib*
by Middle street, being the late Imm. -lead <>f
\bigail I.ampher, of the real esta'o I the dew.b
cea-'-d
including the r>. v*r-.
i-w’s dower therein .to satisfy
barges of administration
II AN*. AH I. v o.n:
April 10. 1895.
STATE OF MAINE

....

£/tr .-hi

Fr*r. and New.

t«

a.

Take

I

’ll- Intel e-ti d. bv
c.m.-i
it i’>n and thi- order tin
w
lb
k
lie «•«-.-1
A iner mail,
n« vv -papc
a
l.li-a- .rtii, in said
a pp* ai
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m am:
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PRESCRIPTIONS.

PHYSICIANS
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Opposite Boston
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stock.

E. F. ItoiH XSON.
f

KLI.SWOIITII.

|

5

In
of

K Two-story with L; ten rooms,
hath room and laundry; city water and
furnace; stable for three horses; large garden;
pleasantly situated on high land. Apply to
C. H. Kmi ky, Peters block, Ellsworth.

HOI'S

sale

or

Emery.

rent

The

occupied by

house on Main St.,
J. F. Knowlton.

CIOVVS—12

new-milch

J
particulars inquire
ijo.n, or CiF.o. A. M artin,

cows.
For further
of Tnt"HOKi: HkaoFranklin.

Special Xotirrs,

a
court of
(bate hSen it EiNworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on
the second Wt ilni v|,n of April, a. d. 1H9.V.
I*.
of
DITTON.
EiNworth,
X named xecutor in a certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
and codicils thereto of Caroline A. Parc her,
late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased,
having presented the same for probate:
Ordered, That the said George I*. Dutton
give notice to all persons interested, bv causing a copy of this order to he published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, printed at Ellsworth, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bucks’port,
in said
county, on the second Wednesday of May next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said instrument should not be
proved, approved and allowed as the last will
and testament of said deceased.
<>. I\ (TNNINGHAM,
Judge.
Attest: —( ’has. |\ Dorr, Register.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. I\ Dork. Register.

(HibKI.E

rPHE subscriber hereby gives public notice
X to all concerned, that he has been duly
appointed and has taken upon himself the

of an administrator of the estate of Meltiah J. Stinson, late of Swan’s Island Plantation, in the county of Hancock, deceased, by
giving bond as the law directs; he therefore
requests i.! persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment.'and thu»e who have anv demands thereon to exhibit tin- same for settlement.
Elmer P. Spoppord.
Ellsworth. April 10 lsOo.

To Coniractors and Builders:
PROPOSALS will la* received until 7 o’clock, p. m., April .’4,
for the
construction of an Odd Fellows’ Hall, on the lot
owned by Lejok Lodge, No.
I.O. o. F., at
the corner of Main and South streets, Ells-

SF.A1.K1>

worth, Maine.

The

right is reserved to reject
Specifications, plans, and lull

any or all bids.
information will be furnished on application to
If. E. Hill, F. R. Moore, J. P. Eldridge.
Address all communications and proposals to
II. E. Hill,
Chairman of Building Committee.
Ellsworth, Me., April 10, 1895.

subscriber hereby gives public notice
r|',HE
to all concerned, that he has been
X
duly
appointed and has taken upon himself the
trust of an
administrator of the estate of
W.
Joseph
Handy, late of Gouldsboro, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs: he therefore
requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s
estate, to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
same for settlement.
Lukre B. Dbasy.
Ellsworth, April 10, 1895.
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ly to the
Creamery, and with plenty wood and
pasturing. Eusv terms. l-'«.r particulars inquire of A. C. Hauektky, Ellsworth.
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You say: “Thai's
what I want; what will do
all this for me ?”

JFor Sale.
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WOODWAIlD
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! health.

I^ORrecently
L. A.
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as:
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Pi-

IWV

t'p.oithe foregoing p( ti’n
petitiolUI give puhlm
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blessed

d.
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ss:--Court

-aid
w k

I

-.

trust

poisonous

administration!
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No Old Stock

me.

It Sharpens
the appetite, improves digestion, and restore*
health and vigor, all the organs «.f the body arel>r. Pierce’s
aroused to healthy action by
Golden Medical Discovery. More than all. the
liver—and that’s the key to tin* wh<de
blood, ju-t
You have pure blood of
as your liver chooses. The blood controls the
health, the liver control* the blood, the “Discovery” controls the liver.
You can escape just about half the ills that
being ready for them, brace
flesh is heir to,
the system up with this medicine, which prevents as well as cures. For all diseases caused
by a disordered liver or impure
pepsia, biliousness, the most stubborn skin,
scalp and scrofulous affections, the “Discovery”
Is the only remedy so certain and effective that,
Send for a
once used, It is always in favor.
Address World’s Dispensary
free pamphlet.
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

teenth part of said town-hip. the whole containing about twenty-three thousand an(j
forty acres, being a part of the real estate of
the deceased
including the rev ersion of the
widow’s dower therein ■, to -at i-fv -aid debts.
legatees and charges of
agreeably to the provisions ..f the w:.; f -aid
testator, on file in the probate «»tti. c in said
(' H A H I< >TT K K
Ellsworth.
I) A vis.
(tko. E. I)av 1-.
\ pril 1, 189 a.

Hancock,

t

town-

in

r|^IIE

-AT-

vour

good heart. All you want i
to give your weakened uer\
strength; natural, not fictitious strength. Then ye:',
will feel yourself build up
day by day, and get tin t

n.oi

ui 11 ii.'i 11

-•

GRANT & CUSHMAN.
BUY

'"* — *—■***

six. range eighteen, in Somerset
ship
county
and State of Maine, being one

>

If you want a \ Kssi-J. or KItKKillT,
INSl'KAXt K of any
or
kind, please
give u- a call, and we will do "ur l>est to

only felt

you

|

nearly all the prominent shippers in
Maine, east of the Penobscot river, and
having direct wires telephone an*! tel
egraph) from our office to Boston and New
York; this, with our past exinrlenoe, w»*
with

v

undivided six'-

I

by

WOODWARD

over

I

facilities for handling this business
first * lass in every way. being con

nected

Have you had a bad cold off
and on this winter ?
Have
you had La Grippe ? Do you
feel that the winter has bet u
: hard one for you, and now
that the spring is here, you

great

Hazel- I can’t realize, old man, that
father. Nutte—Can’t you?
you are a
Come around [andjspendj the night with

to

successfully.

Health

To the Honorable Judge of probat.- forTh^
countv of Hancock.
^PHE UNI)KK8I()NED. executors of the
last will and testament of Horace Davis
1
late of Flllaworth. in said count\. deceased*
respectfully represents that the goods and
chattels, rights and credits of .mud deceased
are not sufficient to pay
his Just debts,
legatees and charges of administration
by the
sum of five thousand dollars; w her. fore
your
petitioners pray your honor t.» grant them a
license to sell, at public or private sale, and

business, and making the

Up Your

be
troubles if
strong ?

office

Ship Brokerage

BuiSd

would

an

general

be present at the next meeting

or

sort

undersigned having opened

In Kllaworth in connection with their Insurance business, for the transaction of a

8.00
.45
l.Oo

of

AND VICINITY.

“they may
chief ju*-

comfort and enjoyment to sailors away from family and
friends to have access to a paper from
home.
The report of the mission shows that
20,561 seamen visited the reading-room
during 1894, while the number who have
sought news from home there since the
mission was estahlished.'eight years ago,
reaches 157,06^.
a

copv'of

Shippers
Hancock County

tlie

handled.

than §.000,000 boinn.

Granite

The

.ki

mi
,1

reaf^10

TO THE

think will enable

«m
one
tiling.
Salisbury Cove correspondent count
t ice i- not yet *vady 1.. !hy a-ide iiinjiniii
following story. The* little ial rohes to accept a nomimi; i>»n f<»r govfive-year-old son of a Bar Harbor family, ernor.”
is very punctilious in tlie performance of
I* »rt Mission of IS.nltimore.
his duties.
Kve y night after his accusA letter from the secretary of the Port
tomed “Now I lay me" he closes his
Mission for seamen, of Halt imore. inclosprayer by voluntarily blessing the several
members of his family and any others in ing the annual report, show* t he excellent
in whom he feels an
interest.
One work being accomplished.
An important feature of the mission is
11 iglit recently, after asking God to bless
his grandparents at Bangor and “ail the tlie reading room, in which papers from
folks up to Salisbury Cove,” lie added, nearly all seaport towns are on tile, among
••and, O, God, please take care of the men them The American. All papers are
placed on neat tiles, numbered and inon the ‘Pulitzer job* and, and everybody
dexed, so as to be easily found and
but tramps.'

i

“The Silver I^ake water, at its
writes:
best hardly lit to use, is worse than it
ever was before.
The odor and taste are
Monday was the last day upon daily becoming more offensive and its
which returns could be made without condition when hot weather comes is
penalty by those who are liable for ! something which promises to demand
the judicially amasculated income radical measures by the water company
tax, and orders have been sent out
that all those who fail are to be im-

1

of hi* court hour*, writing
opinion* of t lie law court <-r considering
thn-e written hy other ju«dir*-*. showwhat an abundant stock <>t vitality goes
along w it h t he gen ia! nat lire of t he man.
duties

tnora

‘“£fa

proceeds

pills for constiGet the
i o« and 25*.
pation
book at your druggist’s and
go by it.

42.25

3.00

Inter".

that It will he for the
minors that the same should be solo suit
secured on interest; the said
Isn therefore prays your honor that she
be authorized and empowered agreeahiv
law toaell all of the above-described
(excepting said acre previously sold)
tate_
such part of it as in your opinion
may he
pedant.
Carrie C. *’*brv.
Merry
April 10, 1895.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, »s.—At a couri^f probate held at
Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday Ti
of
April, a. d. 1895.
On the petition aforesaid Ordered
That
notice be given by publishing a
sairt
petition, with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in the Fillsworth American a
in
newspaper printed
Ellsworth, that all
sons interested
may
attend on the serrma
Wednesday of May next, at a court of
probate to be holden in Bucksport. and shew
cause, if any, why the prayer of uul petition
should not be granted.
Such notice to be
given before said court.
O. M. CUNNINOHAM.
Judge
Attest:—Chas. M. Hour. Register
A true copy. Attest: -(’has. p. 1 iokh,
Register!

Beecham’s
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fer wit h the full board.

move

was

and

2.00
2.00
2 00

John B. F.edman, esq., appeared before
in behalf of the residents of the
shore road, asking that repairs be made
The
to the sidewalk
on that
street.
mutter was referred to the committee on
sidewalks.
The board took a recess for one week.
Street Commissioner Holmes will be re-

quested

house

new

..mVill

the board

instigated this
strictly for pure business

V 4

at right angles cas
following's-7.!iV5eilCt
ins' line to land of Meters,
formerly,,! i'°0**
“warmed” ; Murch; thence southerly, ev« r\w hi r. 7! *“
! ingsaid Peters’ line to the
corner of
the warmest of good i the heirs of
as
as effectually
of
.Stephen Higgins; them., r
'»*•“<> ''iKKins- line
wishes and merry laughter can do It.
i of
Frenchman’s bav; thence by thr
wit*
*"
A large attendance is earnestly desired the Hrst-mctiUoned bound, 'contain
acres. more or
less, with buildin*. tk. "
at the next meeting of the circle this on. being the homestead
lot o( the Ut. Vm''"
S. Berry, expressly
exception the one ?, *“,*■
(Thursday) evening.
sold bv said Berry to Albert I. x:„|,
dated March 14, 1WT, and recorded in
»Mine JUS
atjbcruaniunts.
Hegistry, book 213, page SS; that sai I
unproductive ot any beneflt to said mi...
"

the beautiful

2 25

Total,

despite his more than threeten years.
Said a Bangor au“Just look at the work he
yer. Tuesday:
has done in the last three months. He
ha* held court about e\*ry day, except
Sunday-, -inre the tir-t day of January.
Tl>e term in Benobseot began on that day
ami continued up to the time of opening
In
He wnFebruary criminal term.
I ■:*•;. in that court until the day bvf
lie opened court in Rockland, w here he is
now .”
Tins ability to stand the strain of
holding court so -t»adily. pas-ing offhand, yet carefully, upon th*- thousand
!.<
and
ipiestion- continually arl-ing. 1
ri

a long evening w as delightfully spent w it It whist and various games.
Thirty-five members were present, and j

Aanual mIm

2.00

v.U!ierry'
re'

7 o’clock, and

2.00

John G.
••

i !.
and

min

!u„ry’of

i,,Ir.y•-do*
'c n>Uor
n
uH F*

censed, and guardian of the follow
heirs of said Aldcn S. Merry
,,
Berry. Vera W. Berry and ilattie
aged respectively 15, 12 and eight
spectfully represents that said
seized in fee of the followim

On Wednesday evening, April 10, the
members of the Hand-in-Hand circle |
assembled at the residence of I’rof. and
Mrs. .1. F. Knowlton, the occasion being
a house-warming.
Supper was served at

#18.34

C. J. Perry,
John II. Donovan,
Win. K. McGown,

••

motives, and for the advancement and
interests of the class of people w ho have
placed the coast of Maine where it
[stands to-day. in the minds of the
; wealthy and best people in the world.
But w hen he found he had a boulder of
maliciousness to surmount, he showed

w,thiU

rrHE I’NDEHSIUNKI). Carrie < u
I Eden, formerly of Lamoint
county. Maine, widow of Md« n n’r, nc°ck

AMOUNT.

NAME.

••

as

_

over

l>y

3.

Moses I. Mayo,
M. II. Gray,

Contingent,

Lawrence.

Mr.

hear

to

In the matter of the Elisha B. Wakefield

Sorrento—A Model Town.

through

adjournment,

Dutton.
Mayor
Eppes, Whit ing, and Carlisle,
Wyman.

*•

Lawrence

to

Present,

separation, it was gained during tne past
session of legislature, through the untiring energy of W. H. luuvrence, general
manager of the Frenchman's Bay and
Mt. Desert land and water company, w ho
put up one of the greatest fights put
through a session of the Maine legislaFor comture for a number of years.
petitors he had one of the ablest attorneys in the State, and a senator who
held ninety-nine of the odds against Mr.

Mroh?^>^N-rT,,,’
tp

ttie Hand[TM, department la conducted
In Hand rlrrlc of the King's Daughter* of Klls
worth
Headi|U“rtere at liooma li and 1.1 Manning HloeIt, Main -treet, hit,worth.]

even-

the report of the committee appointed to
confer with Street Commissioner Holmes.

Sorrento, April 12, 1895.
To the Editor of The American:
Sorrento as a town -alt hough a comparatively new’ one, having been incorated as such by an act of the legislature
just closed—is the representative of a
model little town.
It is a tract of land formerly known as
Waukeag Neck, a part and parcel of the
town of Sullivan, but having keenly felt
the need and seeing the advantages of a

To the Honorable Judge of
and for the county of Hancock

v

_

Hancock county wags humor is
stimulated by the mumps, says the
felt in Maine than in most other
He reports that havI Lewiston Journal.
states. And now that the lowest ebb
ing incautiously looked out of the
of
and
the
tide
has been passed
pros- window, he couldn’t
pull his head in
perity is beginning to rise again, again, so fast had his cheeks swollen, and
Maine is in condition to be on the the neighbors had to feed him from a I that he was not the man l<> miss the on y
so to-day it is
fair to say Mr.
crest of the flood.”
This story has won recog- ; chance,
step-ladder
Lawrence has gained the laurels in the
nition in the outside world. It was pubface of opposition at which many men
There is great relief in adminis- lished
recently in one of the New York
tration circles over the* unofficial dailies, under the head “Liars’ Club,” would have fainted.
But the opposition is now a matter of
statement that Nicaragua had reached thus placing it on record.
but
little importance »o dwell upon,
settlement
with
a
Where do the spools come from, is an
satisfactory
and it is only fair to believe that the
England, and hopes that it will soon easier one than where do the pins go. and people this separation has been gained
Hancock county can answer it. Maine’s
be officially confirmed. There was a
for are the people who will make Sordread that Nicaragua might defy biroh plantations furnish most of the rento what I am pleased to call a model
and
No.
7
in
this
stock,
township
tow n.
England, and call on this country to spool
live up to the Monroe doctrine. That, county has the reputation of having
Sorrento is in* the hands of an able
wound more thread than any piece of board of
Everett would
as ex-Congressman
officers, both mentally and finani:i
the world.
ground six miles square
cially, and it is only a matter of but
say, would have deposited somebody
A bright Hancock county girl, when
a short time when the place will be as
in a cavity.
-he read in The American tie report of
popular with the popular class as it ever
proposed bill to tax bache'ers, re- w ns uii| opular w it h t he unpopular class.
"Village improvement parties" are
a
If
marked:
chance lost!
the
“What
G.
suggested by a correspondent, whose
bill had only passed 1 c uld have hung
views on the matter may be found
a
It
is
matter
of
that
o,;t a sh ngle:
‘Offers refused for 510
public comment,
clearly expressed in another column. ap. ce.‘an.i puzzle.1 mv bran- n longer .:> physical and mental vigor, his inner,
chief Justice Peter-, is a pretty young
The idea strikes us as a most happy
A

I

Urgal Notices.

it!)c King’s Daughters.

FATHERS.

\pril 15,

a

s
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Tills is
to
gile Ii.it:
X eleventh tlay of Apr:
u-t'
a
warrant
in insolvem >
f
of the court of insolvt mi
of
Hancock, against the esta:
IV Sargent, of (iouldsboro,
ty «»f Hancock, adjudged t«• m
vent
debtor on petition of
which petition was fib 1 on
t
day of April, a. d.
interest on elaiius is to he comp'd y -*V
the payment «>f any debts amt
liverv and transfer of any pmi
io said debtor, to him or for hm
j
delivery and transfer <-f ani i •'
him are forbidden by law.
ing of the creditors of said d«
..\
their debts ami choose one or
of his estate, will be held at a.- ! ‘1 ,-n
'-1
vency to be holden at the probate
;;1
t H
in Hucksport, in said count>
j
'•
f
Wednesday, the eighth da>
:>•
forem
in
the
at
o’clock
eleven
189.5,
(iiveii under my hand the dal
• 1 sS1 : ‘h.
Wn.i
written.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the «•-- t
^
vency for said county of Ham

.'TOh-

<

>•-

1

••
1

1

«

A|»|»',l,,l,lir“lj
V1i.

Notice of Assignee of Ills
At Ellsworth, in the county of Ham
.State («f Maine, the eleventh >m>
a. d. 1895.

k'

*•»

of

....

gr*'fpilE undersigned hereby
as a-Mgm

•_
his appointment
1
tate of Lewis J. Files, of ElHw ^
dm
county of Hancock, insolvent
has been declared an insolvent
*f'
petition, by the court of insolv m >
county of Hancock.
ALynwood F. Giu>.

1

l—

-^,j, 1

^h0

r\,

,j

Appolnt»,ir“,|

Aotler of Assignee of Ills
At Ellsworth, in the county of H
State of Maine, the fourteenth day
a. d. 1895.
■

VSi’iiTb-

■

oi

-*■

of

now*

gives
rpHE undersigned hereby
1
X his appointment as assignee of 5
tate of Stepnen L. Kingsley, of Goulds
insolvent

jn
f

said county of Hancock,
who has been declared an insolven
his petition, by the court of niso
for said county of Hancock.
Ao_,„nee.
Chab. H. Wood, Assignee-

j

-—^

;*ltrtjtrtt0Cinmtc.
v

SUPREME

STHOXi ENDORSEMENT.
>1.1

Micrit'iHT of

One

<

of MtiliifV

smaller, strength

Papers of naturalization were issued to
Joseph Petrie, of West. 8ullivan.
Decrees of divorce have been granted as

and ap-

pleted
practiced

lor twenty seven
medicine
I never
years, anil I fully ncknowledge
used a medicine Lnat works in the blood,
clearing it and carry.ng off the impurA*
.i.edicil Disrities, as does ito-i >

|

I

K. Convention.
Plans are going steadily forward for !
the great Y. P. S. C. E. convention in
Boston, July 10-15, when upward of 60,000
delegates will assemble to hear how the
work is progressing throughout the world.
The meeting will he held In the great
auditorium of Mecanies’ hail, and in
“Tent Williston" and “Tent Endeavor.”
S.

I

• lOO It,* war, I, *IOO.
Tin1 reader of this paper will la* pleased to
barn that there is at [cast one dreaded disease
that science Im- lasui able t" cun* In all Its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's 1 atarrh Cure
is the only positive cun' known to the medical
Catarrh
being a constitutional
fraternity.
disease, 'requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving tin- patient strength
bv building up the constitution and assisting !
The proprietors have
nature In doing It- work.
tlmt they
so much filltli in It* curative powers,
offer One Hundred Dollars fur any ease that It
lalls to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
o
K. .1. * HUSKY
Toledo, o.
Address,
|
asrSulil by Druggists, 75c.

The True Cure
Of all

Nervous Troubles

follows:
Edward H. Osgood, of 8urry, libellant,
against Sarah Osgood, for desertion.
Joseph W. Graves, of Gouldsboro, libellant, against Annie B. Graves, for desertion.
Annie T. Robertson, of Bluehill, libellant, against C. M. Robertson, for intoxi-

Is Found in

PURE BLOOD

cation.
John M. Vogell, of Bucksport, libellant,
against Elmira A. Vogell, for cruel and
abusive treatment.

Because upon the purity of ing, and you are in the condithe Blood depends the health of tion which invites disease. If
every organ and tissue of the the Blood is pure and healthy,
Body. If the Blood is thin and you have sweet sleep, nerve
impure there is weakness, strength, mental vigor, a good
Nervousness, That Tired Feel- appetite, and perfect digestion.

Scrofula, salt rheum, and all disease of the
blood; dyspepsia, headache, kidney and liver
complaints, and catarrh, are cured by Hood's
Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier.
Hood's Pills cure jaundice, biliousness, sick
headache, constipation and all liver Ills.—Advt.
—.im

The action was brought for alleged
The American prints more vital atafraud, involving ownerdiip of the horse,
marriages and deaths—
Plaintiff claimed that t he horse was sold tistics—births,
than all the other papers printed in the
Deto him free from all encumbrances.
county combined, and most of them it
fendant denied that he owned the horse,
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
but only held him on a mortgage, and contemporaries.
that what he sold to plaintiff was his inHORN.___
terest in the horse in the shape of this
Chase and King for plaintiff; CUSHING—At Bucksport, March 30, to Mr. and
mo. igage.
Mrs. William Cushing, a son.
Deasy for defendant.
GOOGINS—At Eastbrook, April 4, to Mr. and
The case was given to the jury at 5 : Mrs. O. B. Googln-, a daughter.
o’clock in the afternoon, and the jury re- GUAY—At Penobscot, April 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
I Charles Gray, a son.
mained out until 2 o’clock the following
HELENA —At Deer Isle, April 8, to Mr. and
was
anmorning, when failure to agree
Mrs. Victor Helena, a daughter,
nounced. The case will go over to the j LEACH—At Bluehill. April 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene O Leach, a daughter.
next term.
WITH AM—At Ellsworth Falls, March 26, to
The equity case, Everard II. Greely vs.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin!A. Wltham, a son.
Mrs. Jeannette Bunker, of Bar Harbor,
was tried Saturday.
MAKKIKI)._
This was an action brought to compel
SPRINGER—BUTLER-At Franklin, April 13,
defendant to convey the Bunker block at
by Rev. W. H. Hanscom, Miss Allie W.
Springer to Guy V. Butler, both of Eastbrook.
Bar Harbor and righ of way in the rear
ARY-At Surry, April 11, by
of the block, according to term of bond TRUNDY—CON
Rev. II. F. Day, Miss Lulu E. Truudy to
given by her as alleged by plaintiff. DeRodney E. Conary, both of ’■'urrv.
fendant admitted giving a bond, but
include the right
claimed that it did n
DIED._
of way, but simply the block, and that
BREWSTER—At orland, March 30, Mrs. Maria
Brewster, aged S4 years, 7 months, 12 days,
her signature to the bond produced in
COTTON—At Orland, April 15, Eleanor Cotton,
court w’as obtained by misrepresentation. j
93 years, 5 days.
aged
I
The jury returned a verdict for de- COUSINS —At Lmnolnc, April 14, Heman
8 Cousins, aged 82 years, 9 days.
fendant. Peters for plaintiff; Deasy for
GRAY—At Penobscot, April 5, Infant son of
defendant.
Charles Gray.
The case of Bulger Bros., of Bar Harbor, IIAWKES— At St.
George, April 6, John
vs. James E. Foster, t lie third horse case
Hawkes, formerly of this city.
of the term, occupied Monday afternoon HIGGINS—At Worcester, Mass., April 4, Mrs.
Tenn Higgins, formerly of Bar Harbor, aged
and the greater part of Tuesday, the case
i>0 years.
being given to the jury at 5 o’clock in KINCAID—At Ellsworth Falls, April 13, Mrs.
Mary E. Kincaid, aged 33 years, 0 days.
the afternoon.
Bucksport, April 13, Harry B.
Plaintiffs alleged that defendant sold PARKER—At 40
Parker, aged
years, 8 months, 13 days.
them a mare with the verbal warranty
ROBERTSON—At Sullivan, April 2, John Rob48
and
kind
in
ert-on, aged
that she was sound
years, 9 months, 16 days.
every

day.

We were confident that
had found a remedy that, by continued
her. Six bottles com
use, would cure
the cure.
Why, gentlemen, I have

I*.

OTHER C Jl'RT BUSINESS.

The grand jury completed its work in
two days,
returning only four indict
ments two against Edward Ells, of Bar
Harbor, for larceny, one against William
Donovan of Bueksport for jail-breaking
and one against Richard McPike, of Bar
Harbor for assault.
In answer to the indictments
Ells
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to six
months in the Bangor work jail. The
case against Donovan was settled by payment of a fine. This leaves only one case
on the criminal docket to be tried—that
of the people against Richard McPike.
In the case of Edward E. Chase vs. the
inhabitants of Surry, the opening of
which was reported last week, the jury
returned a verdict for plaintiff in the sum
of |31.21.
It is understood tHat the case
will be carried to the law court.
The case of Norris L. Grindall vs. Alex.
C. Hagerthy occupied the entire day Fri-

we

5'.

for the plaintiff, fixing damages at |18.31.

case.

petite improved.

covery.’’

Criminal

supreme

battlV.I

grew

One

The business of the April term of the
judicial court for Hancock
county will probably be concluded by
Friday of this week.
This has been a rather “horsey” term.
Three of the four cases tried have been
“horse cases”; the fourth was an equity

1’hy.l.l.
of Anson, Me., lins
\Ym. II. Work,
with disease for twenty-seven
no doubt is frequently the vicflry a,id
twelve years
Hut when his little girl,
tor
Scrofula humor, he
f age developed
medical experience powermund all his
its ravages. She had Scrofula
leas t,. stay
sores on her neck, and her
bunches and
satuated with the
blood was thoroughly
made her cure even more
noisin'- What
that threeof her cousins
discouraging was
the effects of Scrofula
had died from
After several years’ trial of the
humor
used In theae cases by
remedies usually
without his child
profession,
medical
the
least benefit, I)r. Work bethe
receiving
discouraged man. Ilia
came a thoroughly
daughter’s strength wasted away slowly
her weaker
but surely, every day finding
At this time a messenger of
than before.
his borne in the shape of a
hope entered
several
which
prominent
in
paper,
recommended
physicians endorsed and
in
jjodolf's New Medical Discovery
scrofula.
If, he argued, this
cases of
and a great imremedy was not of value
all others for this disease,
provement over
and endorsed by so
it would not be used
He bought
many prominent physicians.
we w ill give the result ill his
A bottle, anil
“After using tin "rat bottle
ow-11 words:
ment
our happy ri
we found to
jlor bethat our child was on the
ue bunches
in her cheeks,
gan to show

constantly

Only

Case to be Tried.

.Hdost

;

Ml Cases Tried

Ulibttttgcmcnts.

way. They produced evidence tending to
show that the horse was diseased, and
was not kind.
Defendant first questioned
the warranty, claiming it was made as a
statement with the qualification that the
horse was sound and kind “ns far as I
Defense claimed further that
know.”
the horse was sound when sold, and produced expert testimony tending to substantiate this. E. 8. Clark for plaintiff,
Deaaey for defendant. The jury found

COURT.

1

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
I can’t eat, I hare no appetite,'' it the
pelled to cut her hair, m she could not
Makes Pure Blood
bear the weight of it. At first the change complaint of many peoplajoat now. This
That is why the Cures by Hood's
for the better was very gradual; the pains la becauae the blood ia in e linggieh and
Sarsaparilla arc permanent. They do seemed to be lees frequent ami the swell- Impure condition. Vitalize and enrich
not rest upon the insecure support of ing in some of the joints subsided after It by taking Hood’a Saraaperllla,end yen
will aoon be hungry all the time because
temporary stimulant, opiate or nerve a using about one bottle. Then improveshe your blood will demand proper anstsbut
the solid founda- ment was more rapid and one night

compound,

upon
tion of vitalized, enriched and purified
blood. Head this:
The cure of Olive Carl by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has few equals in medical
The testimonial was first
history.
published two years ago, and a late
letter from her mother says Olive continues in good health and “ AVe are
satisfied her remarkable cure by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla was permanent.’’
Briefly stated the case was this: “When

Blood

I enclose the photograph of my daughOlive was 8 years old she had the whooping cough and measles, followed by in- ter and I think it is a picture of perfect
tense pains in every joint in her body, health. When I think how near she was
like rheumatism. Physicians were puz- to death’s door I cannot feel thankful
rled, but after a consultation, pronounced enough for her recovery.” Mrs. J. A.
the disease some form of
Carl, Reynoldsville, Pennsylvania.
The greater includes the les9. Suchacure
Constitutional Scrofula.
“ When we
began to use Hood's Sarsapa- as the above must convince you that
rilla, she could not be moved without Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a wonderful blood
crying out with pain, and we were com- j purifier. Give i: a trial this spring.
MACHIAS’

OLDEST.

nanca

Pure

Makes

and did bo. When I had finished thfi third
bottle I was so much better that I could
eat things that I had not dared to cat before for years. I have taken six bottles
and feel like a different person." MBS.
Simon Decker, Rnggles, Pennsylvania.
Refreshing Bleep has been given me by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and 1 now rest well
and do not feel tired in the morning as I
used to.” John Craig, Somerville, Maas.

|

Maine Central Railroad.

The Special Meetings.
good congregation greeted Rev. Drew
T. Wyman Sunday morning, as he opened
the series of meetings which is being held
in the Baptist church. Earnest attention
was given to the sermon, the theme of
A

Never Saw Train
Trolley Car,
Used 'Tobacco or Needed a Doctor.
No feature of the splendid old town of
Machias is more noticed by visitors, and
none is more notable, than the familiar
figure of “the oldest inhabitant,” Mr.
Cephas Longfellow, who may be seen almost any day there, in the streets he has

or

or

xltjucrtisrmnits.

from good food.
Nervous Dyapepota.
I a uttered with what the doctors Called
1 could hardly Walk
nervous dyspepsia.
and could hardly keep anything CD my
stomach. I doctored for six or seven years
Improvement was Very Rapid
and she soon began to creep about the but the different medicines did not do SSO
house and then to walk on crutches. Now any good and 1 grew steadily Worse. I
she generally uses but one crutch, the dis- would have sick headache for three days
ease having left one leg crooked, and I fean land nights causing me such agony that it
it will remain so. We feel that to Hood’s seemed as though I would rather dis than
I live. I was told to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sarsaparilla we owe our child’s life.

us greatly by telling us that we
need not prop her up In bed as we had
one for several months, and next night
she surprised us still more by rolling
over across the bed. From that time on

surprised

known these ninety-four years past.
Here is a man who has never seen a
train of cars, never used tobacco, never
employee! a doctor, and never rode in an
elevator or a trolley car; yet he can split
wood wit 11 the youngsters, and has cast
every presidential vote since and including one for John Quincy Adams.
Cephas Longfellow was born in Machias. July 2i», 18‘J1, and is therefore

ninety-four years of age. lie
His maternal
good stock.
grandmother, Margaret Bigelow Longnearly

of

comes

fellow, came to Machias in the winter of
1778-9, and is spoken of as a woman firm
in purpose, energetic in action and of
consistent Christian character.
remember when
Mr. Longfellow can
there were not more than two or three
houses in Mncliias, and the surrounding
For one so
country was a wilderness.
old, his eyesight and hearing are remarkably good. He reads without spectacles;
it would make some of the younger men
hustle to ke ;i <ve:i with him at the sawhorse.
hu »ws
the
Longfellow
Everybody

family

down

M

s-

way.

The

sheriff
Washington county is
fellow, and a good i-,4h>w, and
as

un

ique

a

a

high
Longgood!

name

strung

Ellsworth Sellouts Teachers.
The following is a complete list of
teachers engaged for the spring term in
the public schools of Ellsworth:
GRAD Ft I)
street

State

evening, except Saturday,

7.30, with a preparatory prayer-service
in the church parlor at 7.15.
During this and next week some or all
of the following topics will be used in
“Clod’s greatest
the evening meetings:
“The Son’s greatest
best gift,”
and
gift,” “The time when secured,” “No
room
for Jesus,” “Rest in Jesus,' “The
man
who wasn’t near-sighted,” “The
centre of gravity in the moral universe.”
at

BANGOR TO

The subject of the Sunday morning
will be “Love grown cold;” that
of the evening “A foothold on the sea.
Special attention is called to the service
of next Monday evening, the 22d, which
will be Sunday school night for children
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All the ungraded schools begin Monday, April 22, and all schools will close
June 28.
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which was “The Divine Touch.” Before
the sermon Mr. Wyman sang a solo. He
has a strong, rich voice which he handles
in such a way as to make his singing very
impressive. The Sunday school had his
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Mon
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.weather permitting
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For Sorrento, Wednes
steamer for Boston.
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From
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Boston,

RETl USING
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1
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\.MERICAN IJOl’SE,
ELLSWORTH. MV..,
WILLIAM WElProprietor.
Centrally located; within easy reach of the
station and the bu-ine-s part of the town.
*4.00 per tiny,
sp.-eial rates to regular
hoarders.

m.

Rockland, touching at intermediate
landings, Wedne-da\ and Saturdays at (about)
t; a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
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8 a. ni.
E. S. J. MORSE, Agent, Bar Harbor.
CALVIN * USTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL,
President and General Manager, Boston.
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To (solicit orders for Nursery Stock, Salary or
Commission. Cash advanced for expenses, and
outfit tree. Experience not essential. Active,
hard workingmen can make good pay. The best
of reference required.
The It. G. CHASE CO.,
Malden, Mass.
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nt

gregational

the

Tuesday e cuing. April
Weialni!.:.. • f Batigor.

VV.

tli

vestry, hll*t'.v Mrs.

love for and interest in chilmo fur many years to study
their needs, and frequent journeying*
have given meopportunitie* for observing
educational work in many countries,
development of
f watching the
an,i
children's minds under varying circumof which I have

My

on n

dren c.ive ted

atarces—opportunities

eargerly availed myself.

1

can

only hope

to
may be able to say isomething
that will be helpful,
this
evening
you
credit
and am sure that you will, at least,
me with good intentions.
we
Lot us consider fora moment what
be careful to dismean by education, and
and instructinguish between education
to draw
tion. To eduoate means literally
of
out, hence has to do with the developing
while
the mind and its various activities;
instruct is to furnish the mind with

thai I

to

knowledge.

We

can

readily

eee

that

we

child to some extent
before we begin to instruct him. That
U, we must aid the mental development,
arouse the powers of observation, help
of
him to open wide “the five gateways
educate

must

a

knowledge,'’ as an English philosopher
of thesensee,
very aptly names the organs
and when the mind is thus prepared,
it is
When it is in a receptive condition,
time enough to begin instruction—the
Storing of the mind with knowledge.

Educator*, and indeed all who have
made a careful study of child nature, are
are of the
agreed that the earlieet years
moat importance for educational purfor it is
poses and general development,
then that habits are formed and tendencies given. We must lay well the foundations if we would rear an enduring
strcctiue.
When an attempt is made to improve
t,ho work done in our colleges, it is alback into
ways found necessary to work
the preparatory and high schools. When
the standard of education in the high
schools is to be ra.sed, then the grammar
school- must meet that, and send their
grade better
grammar
school back to the primary. It is only of
late years that educators have begun
seriously to look back of the primary
schools, and consider some way of bringing the little ones even into that department. better prepared for the work there

pupils

on

equipped:

to

the

next

and

so

from

the

awaiting them.
The kindergartens give just this preparation, and are fast being recognized
throughout the country as the true
foundation of educational systems.
The purpose of kindergarten education has been so well expressed by
“It is to
others that 1 will quote:
develop the child and all its faculties in
a
natural manner, while checking all
propensities to evil. The new education
may be regarded as analogous to t he t rest
ment of plants by a skillful gardener."
Hence the name, kindergarten, or childgarden, that is, a garden in which the
child is placed and carefully tended by
the kindergartner, or gardener, who
directs the growth and development of
the child.
“It ia to associate children with children in a pure atmosphere, amid pleasant
surroundings and under a special guidance, during the three or four years intervening between the nursery and the

primary school."
“It is to afford children all proper, rational enjoyment; to supply them with
toys and games, to sing with them,
to play with them, the toys, games, songs
and plays being all covert vehicles of inIt is to promote children's
struction.
healthy activity; later, to awaken their
imagination to the influence of the beautiful, the true, aud the good; to stimulate their imitative and inventive capacity; to aid the development of their rea-

give those powers full exercise and a right direction."
“It ia to prevent any undue strain on
children's powers, mental or physical—
to teach by means of object lessons conveyed in plays rather than by books. It
is to forma well-balanced mind;todiscern and bring out gently, but Burely,
son; and to

any latent aptitude ior uueiieciuai acquirements, artistic gifts or manual
skill."
“It is to prepare children for school,
to tit them for learning more readily, to
sow the first seeds that are to produce
adults of sound mind in a sound bodygood citizens and true Christians."
It is not the object of the kindergarten
to take the place of the primary school,
but to form the connecting link between
the home and the school.
Kindergarten
age is put from three to seven, which
means that a child may be received at
any time after his third birthday, but a
It is well
two years’course is sufficient.
to supplement tnis with a third year,
which shall include the beginnings of
primary work in connection with more
advanced kindergarten work. If for any
reason a c hild should not enter kindergarten until he is five, 1 should still give
him two years, with perhaps some primary work in the latter part of the second
year.

Kindergarten methods should prevail
throughout all the primary grades, and
kindergarten occupations should be a
part of the daily programme,until replaced
by some form of manual training, which
is fast being adopted in the grammar
schools throughout the country.
(Here Mrs. Woodman described in detail the work of the industrial schools of

Portland.]
sketch of
the kindergarten, that nature study forms
the basis of the morning talk, and that
the morning talk giv-. the keynote for
the day’s programme. Many of theprimarysch olsnf Hangar, and f most progressive places, hive copied thi- plan, and
rind that much is gain* 1 h> t
The ph.-aotm” i•*?' rat•!!■■
always of
absorbing interest to hildreu. Later, as
You will have

the child

e

from

from

the

kindergarten

to

pri-

still for* the basis of
of number ..ork and of
read!---:
I ndoubtediy the great
..ns,
'-es-.
teaching in any grade
...
a strong, deep interest in the

mary
a

.;••••-

seen

s.

*•'

mv

is taken to have the motions true to life, and proverbs, but he should be led to
ami when the children are told that the express on paper the ideas which are
holds a tool in such a crowding his little mind, to describe in
be made to cluster around the wonders of carpenter always
which
is sure to come, is
the
wav.
writing the wonders of the world, to t*• 11
“why,”
the world we live in.
what he sees in the fields and in tne
answered.
“the
carefully
If we help the little ones to control
What of music? The child in kinder- woods. You will, of course, realize that
st-rvants of the mind," as the senses have
He I the nature talks, which begin in the
learns to sing as do the birds.
been called, and to use them well anil garten
to the kindergartner kindergarten and should be continued at
morning
much
good
done
says
have
shall
we
wisely, surely
j
friends. She then suggests least through the primary grades, form
towards giving them a good start in life. , and his little
tlie basis for geography, botany, zoology
the piano help them all to say good
that
hear
and
their
with
can
see
If they
eyes
each other, and sings a
and in fact all the ologiis, and for these
with their ears, the innumerable voices morning to
little song in which they soon text books should be dispensed with alof nature will tell them many stories, and simple
and so they sing to the sunshine ways, if possible.
they will be learning, almost uncon- join;
The children should early make their
which tioods the room, to the rain which
sciously, from day to day, much that
own
collections, be assisted in sorting
to the birds and flowers, all in
otherwise would only be acquired by falls,
can
spontaneous manner, with no thought of and labeling them, find out all they
hours of wearisome study in later life.
from observation, and be told what they
or scale, or staff.
notes,
who
a
child
that
Herbert Spencer says
fail to see. They should then be required
Some of the leading educators of this
does not love play is not worth raising,
dis- to write out by themselves the result of
or
ago
fifty
years
forty
country
natural
expression
and surely play is the
that children under seven were their observations, and illustrate the
of the child. In the kindergarten it is covered
at
comprehending lessons in writing by sketches of the specimens
through well-chosen, directed play that quicker
geometry than those of fifteen. Rev. I>r. under consideration.
we wish to lead him.
In the New York school of which I
former president of Harvard
Dr. G. Stanley Hall, president of Clark Thomas Hill,
have spoken, I have seen very interesting
nature college, wrote his invaluable little “First
for
strongly
university, pleads
I>easons in Geometry” In 1855 for his own and intelligent work of this nature, and
study, not from books but from nature,
This was before the much of the same sort is now being done
at that age.
children
basis
of
the
made
be
should
and thinks it
If possible, a
in
this country, and in the Bangor schools.
of
kindergartens
days
language, numbers, geography, history
child’s own native language should early
was quick to recognize the advance
he
but
on
even, not only in primary grades
that was made when the same result was be supplemented by at least one foreign
through grammar grades, if not higher.
means of the so-called “gifts”
language, which will greatly aid in an
One of the best schools I know of in the reached by
of the kindergarten.
intelligent comprehension of hia own.
in
school
is
the
workingman’s
country
These “gifts” consist of soft balls and Iianguages are great borrowers, and this
New York city, established by Felix
of the English language;
first free,
being hard balls; cubes capable of being divided is especially true
It was at
Adler.
and forms; the cylinder and we cannot rightly understand these
into
many
parts
contributions,
supported by voluntary
which forms the connecting link between borrowed words without some knowledge
but it filled such a want that those in
are
the ball and the cube; planes in the shape of the language from which they
who
charge were besieged by parents
I
am glad to see a movement
half,
“taken.
and
circles
of
squares, triangles,
were eager and able to pay a large tuition,
circles; rings, sticks etc., by means of toward putting Latin into the grammar
so that it was decided to reserve half the
of
which the child gains a knowledge of schools of the country, for that is one
seating capacity for free pupils, and accept
own
language;
form, learns to make comparisons, to the foundations of our
tuition from the other half.
and just as children comprehend form
Children are received here at the age of judge of distances, etc.
we may look for the beginnings
quicker at seven than at fifteen, so do
Again,
fourteen.
are
until
three and kept
they
in
the kinder- they learn a foreign language much more
and
literature
of
or
of
history
three
the
For those entering at
age
different holidays are cele- readily in childhood than in later years.
four, there is a three years’ course in garten, for the
As the child comes to French or German
and their meaning explained.
kindergarten, followed by a three years’ brated
I should supplement either with
where What if the little ones do make the mis- history,
in the primary classes,
course
of supposing that Columbus sailed the language of the country. No attempt
kindergarten methods prevail, and then take
and landed at the should be made to teach a child the
five years in what corresponds to the up the Penobscot
until
steamboat wharf, that will be easily cor- geography of a particular country
school
of
the
The
motto
grammar grade.
he is ready for the history, and then
inin
ri icu
is
all
the
learning
grades
throughout
Mother Goose—the every place spoken of should r>e careruny
knows the name.
by Doing," and manual and art work and
of
literature—fablee,
fairy located.
true
beginning
natural science are given prominent
The description of the earth's surface,
delight the
places, and are in charge of teachers tales, etc., carefully adapted,
have
little people, and the kindergartner the divisions of land and water,
specially trained for that work.
writers of our own already formed a part of the nature talks
The general testimony is to the effect gleans from the best
thus early forming- »and been illustrated by the sand table
that the nature study here pursued, and other countries,
which should be in every kindergarten
a taste for the pure and the best.
makes
of
the
mind,
the
develops
powers
and primary school.
I
on indefinitely, for I think
widego
might
the children observing, interested,
You will perhaps think that to bring
in the whole school
awake and capable of thinking things there is nothing
have
even a small part of what I
about
to
be
taken
not
will
which
course
up
a
| out for themselves—in fact lays so firm
necessitate a complete and
will
small
first
after
these
saggested
better
advantage
foundation of education that those who
sudden change in our school curriculum
beginnings in the kindergarten.
never euter a higher grade, can, by themWe have now brought our child to the and much added work for the teachers.
selves, go on rearing a structure that will
This is not altogether true. It will, of
w ell
age of six years. The next year may
be enduring.
course, require in every grade intelligent
be spent in advanced kindergarten work
*
#
•
•
•
•
work
teachers, who will have an interest in and
number
of
continuation
by
-a
an
I
call
1
to
what
return
Let me now
of the subjects to be preand
other
comprehension
blocks
the
means
of
gifts.
it
see
what
and
ideal plan of education,
and not depend upon putting
sented,
now be
should
session
of
each
A
part
should include, remembering always that
is called the text-books into the hands of the pupils
it is better to strive for higher things given to reading by what
and
requiring them to repeat by rote,
than we can attain, than to be satisfied word method, presenting the complete
time is past
word to the child, who will soon recog- lesson after lesson. The
with a low standard.
when school work of that description
its
We may call four years a good average nize it at a glance, and then taking
Vocal drill and articu- will satisfy any intelligent community.
age for the child to enter kindergarten. component parts.
Let us begin at the beginning. I*t us
I should give him, as I have already said, lation should make a part of every readestablish a kindergarten which shall
w ork and draw ing
hand
The
lesson.
There
ing
pure kindergarten for two years.
receive all the little people of the comshould be no question of reading, but the should be continued, with the addition
of writing and the use of figures; that is, munity, and let us bring kindergartners
different objects presented to the child
teachers together and give
the making of the symbols which stand and primary
are means of increasing his stock of ideas,
The kinderthem the same training.
! and he is also gaining words with which for the words and numbers, no longer
gartner needs to have a clear understandto him.
meaningless
ideas.
these
to
| express
It is now generally conceded that the ing of what she is fitting the child for,
Mr. Balliet, superintendent of schools
first seven years of a child’s life are the and the primary teacher needs to be pre! in Springfield, Mass., in a recent address
to continue the work intelligently
delivered before the Maine pedagogical most important, not for instruction, but pared
and
sense.
kindergarten lines.
literal
along
in
its
most
education
for
society, spoke in the highest terms of the
It will be easy in the two years from
He said that it If we have done the best up to this time,
value of kindergartens.
the child is ready to instruct himself; ! the first establishment of a kindergarten,
w*as a great mistake to teach a child to
to bring the primary schools into condiread until his knowledge of things was that is, we have put him into such a contion to receive the children from the
much greater than is usual at six or seven dition that he will know how to “finish
kindergarten. The grammar schools will
his knowledge,” and his mind will be in
trainwithout
of
kindergarten
age,
years
I do not mean soon feel the influence, and parents will
to receive it.
condition
of
words
are
that
ideas,
symbols
ing;
We demand that manual training be given a
and many of them are meaningless to the that he is to be left to himself.
are favhis
place there. Put your schools under the
see
that
should
surroundings
child who can read and spell quite easily.
of an efficient superintendent,
He advised that ever} child spend one orable to further development, and we charge
should guide and encourage him in "the who will instruct ypur teachers in the
or two years in kindergarten, acquiring
and see that they are inan interest in and knowledge of many
pursuit of knowledge” for many years latest methods
care to
telligently applied, and you will not only
things, with words to tell of his daily ex- to come, at the same time taking
work as interesting as find that a great change for the better is
periences, and an intelligent comprehen- make all school
being brought about, but I am sure that
sion of the language used by those about possible.
their labors
he is ready for what teachers your teachers will find
seven
At
we
should
find
the
and
he
was
sure
him,
and brightened, and you will
mental
strain of school life greatly call “systematic study,” but he may still lightened
have t he satisfaction of giving your young
lessened. He will then learn to recog- gain much more from things than from
the best possible start in life.
nize the printed words readily, for he is books. He must, of course, use books, but people
What is the object which we wish to
to him in printed
already familiar with the ideas for w hich every subject presented
attain through the education of the chilform should, as far as possible, be first
the words stand. He has also acquired the
dren? Is it not to aid in their developrudiments of number work in those two presented in an object lesson or a talk in
ment.
nhvsical. moral and mental, to
r.ven me wornwnicn nc can lane pari.
fnr it
nriHi-n a 11 v inf., all
school
subject to be presented, and all
work, even into the higher grades, may
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exercises of the kindergarten and ing out of mathematical problems may be
real in this way. and the work
especially by means of the building blocks made more
which are given to the child in the form will be much more intelligent if the
of a cube, capable of being divided and child realizes the necessity of being able
subdivided into many parts. By these he to solve such problems. The trade games
referred to will help here.
gets a clear understanding of numbers
in the grammar
We find children
and their
different combinations, of
fractions and the possible division of schools
going through the common
things in the most practical manner. He school arithmetic, or perhaps, nowadays,
gets a good start in free-hand drawing, dispensing more with books and rules
and
begins, perhaps the first week in and having the work presented to them
kindergarten, to reproduce in a very in a more practical form, but we find no
crude manner the objects presented to mention of geometry until we reach the
him.
high school. This is well enough as far
The various occupations of the kinder- as text books are concerned, but how can
garten are at the same time giving him we expect a child of even twelve or fourgreater control of his tiny fingers. The teen years of age to grasp and apply the
trade games form an important part of rules of mensuration if he is not already
the kindergarten exercises. The children familiar with the different forms of planes
are, in turn, imaginary blacksmiths, shoe and solids, and has not some understandWe
makers, coopers or scissors grinders, and ing of angles, lines and curves?
while enjoying a pretty game, are all un- have 9een how he receives this in kinderconsciously learning something of the garten.
way in which each conducts his business.
I am happy to say that nearly all the
I,ast year the Bangor kindergartners took schools in the
country have dropped the
the children in groups to the blacksmiths old
reading books, and reading matter
and cobblers, to see the work going on. which
gives the child his lessons in hisThe scissors grinder was invited to visit
tory and literature in a connected form,
them. and. as the children said, “a truly
has taken their place. There is no longer
mason" and “a truly carpenter,” each in the
wearisome
repetition of lessons
turn, gave an object lesson in the kinder- known almost by heart, which were cergarten. In playing the games great care tain to produce the sing song tone so
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them? Is it not character that
we should strive to build, and if we do
this will they not then, at a comparatively early age, he ready to instruct
themselves with less and less of guidance
as the years go
by? Will not the love of
the beautiful in art. as well as in nature,
serve to lift them out of a dull routine of
life, and help them to make more of
themselves than they would without it?
Is it not through familiarity with the
wonders of the world we live in, that this
love of the beautiful is to be aroused?
Will not the child, whose powers ol observation have been properly trained,
very early begin to find
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Tongues in trees, hooks in tin* running brooks
Sermons in stones, and good in everything?

hard to overcome later; and if a child has
learned to talk well before he begins to
read, if he can express himself dearly
and has ideas he is eager to express, he
will be sure to read intelligently if the
books put into his hands contain matter
of interest to him and are within his
comprehension. No drill will be necessary other than the vocal drill and articulation referred to, and the careful ex-

planation of new words as they appear.
The spontaneous singing of the kindergarten can now be followed by the learning of the symbols of the musical soundlie has enjoyed making, as he has already
learned the symbols of speech, and time
and harmony will be explained to him.
Writing should be continued, not by
copying over and over stilted parables
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had given her so much money.
Sho
blessed her unceasingly, sho ate ravenousof
tho
food
ly
brought her, and she insisted upon kissing Miss Coupon's hand, a
proceeding to which the young lady submitted with concealed aversion.
At length Betty asked the name of her
gation.
visitor, and when it was given demanded
Is Genuine
fiercely, “Old Ben Coupon's gal?”
Miss Coupon replied rather haughtily
A cedar tree 407 feet in height and
a"Jal,Mt
that her father's name was Benjamin, !
seventy feet in circumference at the base
upon which old Betty was seized with a
Wash.
was recently felled near Ocosta,
fit of silent, horrible laughter. It so
The iirst limb was seven feet in diameter.
alarmed Miss Coupon, whd fancied this
FROM
WASHINGTON.
tho
from
forever
beyond
outcast, passed
attack might bo a precursor of sudden
judgment of men. Her withered hands
36t)crtisnnrnts.
death, that she sent Zophino out for aid.
had been decently composed across her The Gorman Presidential Boom KipWhen the maid had left tho room, the
breast, and ($#er hor white hair a laco scarf
Promised Novel.
ling’s
old woman raised herself on one elbow,
had been hastily thrown.
By tho dead
and fixing her fading eyes on Miss Coupon
[From our regular correspondent.]
woman a flguro sat, a figure whoso stately
said: “Ye think yo nlr old Ben Coupon’s contours sent tho blood rushing to ThornWashington, 1). C., April 8,1895.
own gal, don’t ye?
Waal, ask him”— A ton’s heart. It moved, rose, turned its
Senator Gorman’s friends played one of
fit of coughing broko her sentence, and sho head toward him and looked at him with
sank hack exhausted.
their highest trumps when they started
the proud, sad eyes of Cynthia Coupon.
That night Cynthia sought her father in
“Cynthia,” ho cried, “why aro you that demand for a southern man at the
the library and briefly related her experihere?”
head of the next democratic national
ence of the day. Sho kept her proud quesNo elderly person should ever
“Sho sent for me,” pointing to the ticket. Needless to
say, it was played
tioning eyes upon her father ns she talked sheeted form lying there in awful silence
exercise with unusual
run or
Mr.
and
so
Cleveland;
cleverly
against
and saw, to her horror, a
grange ashen “Sho is dead!”
Whoever does, takes
violence.
was
it
that
it
the
immeplayed,
caught
When
hue steal over his rubicund fajjp.
“Yes, I am too late, I see. Poor old
their life in their hands since
diate endorsement of Senator Hill, who
she had finished, with a broken And humwretch! It is a good thing”—
no one can tell the exact condible manner, he said: “I have always dread“Don’t,” sho said, lifting her hand, apparently forgot, in his anxiety to thwart
ed this day, Cyntlda.
I knew it would
Mr. Cleveland’s hopes, that he was pracSho is such an
“don’t speak liko that.
tion of the heart. When past 50
come.
No, you are not my child.”
old woman”—
tically committing himself to the Goryears of age the cardiac structTho room swam about tho girl. “Whose,
“I know,” ho interrupted impatiently,
man boom.
lire is liable to give away any
"And
she managed to ask.
then, am I
“but sho was a terror—a crook, a fence.
The manner in which this demand was
hour by unusual exertion. The
how should that dreadful old woman know
I cannot sco what your father could have
tirst made public, was calculated to blind
about rim?”
been thinking of to allow you to come
trouble is, the walls of the heart
a great many ordinarily shrewd people to
“Cynthia," said Mr. Coupon in a low alone to this horrible place. Let mo tako
become friable and subject to
fact
the
that
Senator
Gorman
was
rdd
of
that
creapulling
voice, you are tho child
you away at onco.”
of
the
wires.
It
was
the
editorial
ture's daughter!"
“I
sco
that
on
rupture with age.
must
‘‘Not yet,” sho replied.
page
He expected tears, reproaches, a swoon
sho is decently prepared for burial, and the Washington Post, an alleged indeDr. Swan’s Nerve and
perhaps, but Cynthia sat as if turned to that everything that can ho is done for pendent paper, that the demand tirst saw I
Blood Tonic
stone. At last she said in a voice strangeher. You sco, she was my mother's moth- the light, in all the
conspicuousness of
er.”
ly unlike her own, "Tell me—all."
retards this decay of the tissues
the double leaded type.
“My wife and I were childless. Sho
“Cynthia!”
of the human heart and strengthNow, it is a fact well known to those
saw you, a beautiful little creature, run“Oh, yes,” sho answered wearily. I am
who keep posted on such things, that the
ens and makes elastic the walls
charitaone
of
her
on
I am an im
in
not Mr. Coupon’s daughter.
rags,
ning about
of this vital organ. It has never
ble visits to tho east side. Your mother postor, a cheat, a swindle, I)r. Thornton! ! independence of the Washington Post
readily relinquished you for a certain Look around you! This is the mud, the has been upon more than one occasion
failed to strengthen a weak
sum.
She died soon after. This old womslimo from which I havo sprung!”
made a commercial commodity, to be exheart, to correct irregular action
Tho police havo
an is a noted character.
Ho had reached her sido and now changed for cash or personal favors.
functional
and
derangement
kept her from troubling me"— He could snatched her to his heart. “Cynthia,” he That being the case it did not require a j
caused by excessive use of
murmured, “look at me—my lovo, my Pinkerton to connect that demand with
say no more.
is
the
and
my
“She, that horrible old woman,
pure—like
lily! Y'es, fair, sweet
Tobacco.
recent conferences
in Washington of
mother's mother?"
lily which springs from mud and slimo,
An impoverished condition of
who are opposed
There
aro no false
prominent
at
last.
democrats,
"Yes."
aro
mine
you
the
blood is cured and Dropsy
tho
I
tako
to
to
lenvo
now.
will
further
favors
us
between
roso
barriers
you
any
being
mechanically
party
Cynthia
as well as Brights Disease of
and wear you on my heart, my lily—my granted to Mr. Cleveland, although few
room. Hor father sprang to her and caught
1.
1
1.1
f.» .Inal.
Kfi nriiwi
of them are actually committed to Sena| Raster lily!”
the Kidneys is alleviated by
“forgive mo. I ought to havo tohl you betor Gorman’s candidacy. The making of
From
this wonderful remedy.
|
THE
PASSION.
OF
LEGENDS
fore, but you were llko my ovyi daughter.
the day it was first prescribed
I thought I would bo able to protect you
of
the
InstruIn
Nature
Prototypes
edge that the Post is controlled by a
from this knowledge.”
by that most eminent physician,
ments of the Crucifixion.
democrat—ex-Congressman Beriah Wil“Forgive you?” she murmured brokenDr. John Swan, it has been
Tho story runs that Adam took with kuns, of Ohio, who has the Ohio man’s
ly. “I bless you for saving mo from a
recommended, prescribed and
of the natural love for a
political deal, and no
frightful life, but don’t you see it must him from Eden as a staff a branch
its merits extolled by the ablest
tree
of knowledge—in fact, tho very
alter everything?”
special liking for Mr. Cleveland, albranch that bore the fatal apple.
During
of physicians.
“What should It niter?”
he doesn’t object to asking for,
though
Ho
“My marriage. Have you told the his wanderings ho reached Jerusalem.
Dr. Swan may he consulted
and accepting, executive favors.
thrust tho staff in tho ground, and it grew
count of this secret?”
in person or by letter. With
Senator Gorman was far too smart to
and became a treo from which tho cross
“No.”
bore have this demand for a southern candievery bottle is a bank check,
“Well, you must. You will tell him, was fashioned. Thus the same wood
that which brought sin into the world and date have any outward appearance of a
this remedy
our guarantee tha
too, that I release him from our engagethe
and
redeemed
it
overcame
Gorman boom.
Yet that is exactly what
ment.
Oh, you will see, papa. Ho will him who
Full
will do all we claim for it.
its
from
world
sway.
lx* very willing to ho released. Even your
it is. While the demand is calculated—
Sold everywhere.
?i.oo.
of
the
cross was
the
wood
pint,
Some
affair.
this
over
say
millions cannot gloss
in fact, was intended—to tickle the ambiand sinco then its
Cynthia was right. The Count do Far- ! from tho aspen treo
Scates Hedical Co.,
Westbrook, He
tions of a score of southern democrats,
nndolo relinquished tho Coupon millions, ; leaves forever tremble with remorse and
fear. Tho mistletoe, according to another should it grow into a power great enough
with a sigh. IK* was desolated to lose this
legend, was once a sturdy tree, but having to control the next democratic nominatfair American heiress, but tho stain of ilmaterial fur the cross it ing convention, there is only one man
legal birth and tho police rocortl of his I furnished the
fiancee’s maternal grandmother were too j was accursed and became a weak parasite. who is big enough and smart enough to
To many a shrub and plant has been at- take
much fur the proud Frenchman, and so ho
advantage of it, and his name is
of furnishfluttered away in search of other worlds ; tributed the dread distinction
Gorman. There may be abler southern
ing tho crown of thorns. In Italy it is tho democrats than Mr.
to conquer.
Gorman, but if there
barberry, in Germany tho holly, and elseThe news of the broken engagement
are they have successfully hidden their
where it is given to tho bramble, tho buckmade a great hubbub in society, and passtho brier rose, the ability, while Mr. Gorman has forced the
Sure Cure for Headache.
ing its charmed portals reached tho earsof thorn, tho hawthorn,
acanthus, the wild hyssop and the acacia. democratic Senate to retain him as leader
a young physician who was building up a
our
Savlaid
that
was
Tho
upon
his
scourge
of
a
democratic
Presipronano* and a place* for himself in
against the wishes
Powders have been sold for
iour’s back, tradition says, was made dent.
A gleam of joy shot over Ms
fession.
for which reawillow,
the
from
it
Raddoned
weeping
then
and
tender
face,
strong,
this demand
recognizes
the
Mr.^Cleveland
past five years, and have
son that tree has ever since maintained a
to himself: “Oh, well, what
as he Raid
And for a southern man as a very shrewd
instance.
not failed in a
matter? She can never ho anything to drooping and remorseful attitude.
tho reed which was rdaccd in his hand, move, and he knows the source from
She is too ambitious.”
me.
I
minutes.
fifteen
in
He
is
afraid
of
Mr.
emanates.
Relief
whence
it
was
a
sanro
to
tho
authority,
Faster morning
according
Nevertheless, when
stalk of tho common cattail with its mace- Gorman, not having forgotten the humildawned, among tho myriad bouquets sent
warrant them or refund the
like head.
to Miss Coupon thero camo one long stulk
iating defeat he suffered at his hands
in
Tho passion flower, when found by the
Twelve
of lilies, white, odorous, stately, breaththe late Congress, but he proposes
money.
during
hailed with ading a message of hinging, of remembrance, Spaniards in Mexico, was
to fight, not only for himself, but to prects.
for
box
all
25
of fidelity, which moved Cynthia strangely oration, since it displayed within itself
Mr.
Gorman.
vent the nomination of
the instruments of tho passion—tho crown,
and brought back those heavenly days on
If you try them once you will
These
contests for the empty honor of
the
nails.
and
tho
Iho
had
scourge,
spear
board an ocean steamship when she
There are other flowers which, fable says, the democratic nomination aTe decidedly
always use them.
learned what it meant to love; brought
at
the
foot of the cross and amusing to republicans, who regard the
Were
had
stood
when
growing
those
back
they
nights
For Nervous or Sick HeadWere stained with drops of the Lord's election of a democratic President in 1896
alono with the sea about them and tho
[flood.
But they are interas an impossibility.
ache and
stars overhead; brought back the voico
The Germans tell us that tho crossbill
which had whispered, “You are like a
esting, all the same.
that
the
nails
to
draw
out
hard
strove
tall, fair, sweet white lily.”
The exceptions to the income tax made
It could not,
Cynthia looked dully at the magnificent pierced the sufferer's hands.
NO CURE, NO PAY.
the supreme court decision, are calcuby
in
effort
and
its
boak
the
twisted
but
it
costume lying on the dainty, canopied
lated to add to the unpopularity of the
in
blood.
The
its
English
Faster
for
tho
plumage
the
dyed
brass bed,
gown ready
robin is the hero of a similar tradition tax, which will, it is believed, be repealed
service at a fashionable church and then
and dyed its breast from the bloody thorns.
at the next session of Congress.
for tho Fifth avenue parade; at the
A Danish legend has it that during the
Cuban affairs are attracting much attenEllsworth.
masses of orchids, violets and roses with
No. 1 Main St.,
birds
three
came
Saviour’s agony
flying tion in Washington just now. It is clear
which her chamber was crowded; at the
cross.
tho
and
thither
alighted upon
jewels sparkling on her dressing table,
that the revolution is a much more serious
Styrk ham! Styrk ham!” cried one. affair than it was at first
Faster gifts from her father. Ah, what did
supposed to be,
him!”
And
him!
thrown
Strengthen
had
“Strengthen
She
now?
they all matter
and speculation is rife as to what will be
a
tho
stork
have
called
ever sinco men
an
of
love
tho
a
away
priceless treasure,
bird of strength and blessing. Tho second the position of the administration should
honest man's heart, and she had her rethe Cubans succeed in setting up a govcried: ‘‘Sval ham! Sval ham!” or “He
ward.
fresh him! Refresh him!* And the swal- ernment of their own. Without the
Miss Coupon’s maid was about to begin
the
of
Hut
bird
is
a
blessing.
low, too,
tho mysterious rites of the toilet when a
moral support of this government, or
third cried: “Puen ham! Puen ham!” or some
servant knocked at tho door, and offering
other, it will be a physical impossihim!
Torture him!” And thus
‘‘Punish
was a
there
that
stated
abject apologies
bility for the Cubans to maintain their
is a bird accursed foreverthe
insisted
who
below
lapwing
little
boy
very dirty
The same legend prevails among independence of Spain, even should they W
more.
“He says,
vS
upon seeing the young lady.
Dyspepsia exists.
the Swedes, only they ndd a fourth bird— succeed in establishing a temporary govMiss Cynthia, that ^ie's sent by tho old
causes
cried:
extend
ernment.
Will
this
suffering.
tho
turthdovc—which
Dyspepsia
“Kyrie!
government
woman in Hester str^tt. and that she's dyKyrie!” <r “Lord! Lord!” and to this its moral support? That is the question.
ing ami Iwgs to see you
-VI
Dyspepsia can be cured.
but
one
word
has
voice
that
no
looka
day
moment,
very
Miss Coupon hesitated
Theadministration must have, through W
of
lamentation.
in
velvet
and
cloth
lylpg
some
of
its subordinates, been doing
ing at the silvery
“
L. F.” has done it.
lustrous, seductive folds, waiting to grace
something disagreeable to Kudyard KipIt is my
Tlu* poorest education thet teaches s» if“
her beauty.
Only a moment.
the
talented
but
eccentric
L. F.” does it.
English
ling,
that
the
best
coutrol is better than
who
author
it.
blackguards
everything
neglects
Sterling.
L. F.” will do it.
American and still lives in America
choice.
t
SStjfacrtisrmmts.
hrough
>t>
L.F.” Medicine, 35e. a bottle.
^
Mr. Kipling lias been in Washington >0
>, *
•,
(The
True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.) »
for a month or so, and is credited with
CM
the intention to write a political story, in
which Mr. Cleveland and all the members of his cabinet are to tigure.
WhatMr. Kipling
ever his intentions may be,
succeeded in getting himself passed by
Made a well
the sentry boxes, which, by the way,
Man of
have since been removed, and the cordon
Me."
of White House detectives and into the
cabinet room, while his Majesty, Groministers of state were
ver I, and his
holding a council—perhaps to decide
Till 6IIAT
whether the United States should apolo- HINDOO REMEDY
PRODUCKS TUB ABOVE
gize to Great Britain for having raked RESULT*
1
In 80 I> \ V*. Cm
Failing 3** oi",ylr
a
old
as
l/iseas* «.
such
the
Nervous
disagreeable
thing
up
A FIGURE SAT BY THE DEAD WOMAN,
Paresis, 81«epl«**sne*s, Nightl.- fcmisMr.
is
gives
Monroe
doctrine.
as
abus<*s,
vigor and size
caus«
pant
siona,
etc.,
by
Kipling
happy
grandmother, my mother’s mother, who
to shrunken orir-wm. and quick v but surely restores
over the unusual honor paid him as the
aorvor.Kasily carried in vest
Let mo remember that,” she
Lost Hsuhoo'1
is dying.
Six
for *r» OO with m
pocket. Price * no
small boy is when allowed to visit the
said under her breath. Then aloud, “Say
n»oney refiiisdea. Don t
written Ruuritue e to <•.
If
>>». having 1MIAI O,
co*ut. siecissb* Kir
an imitation, but
MHKM TMUtt
hue
to the boy to return to tho old woman at
ty
MW TORN USA
|
menagerie while the animals are being
druggist hs nt ^t it. we will send it prepaid.
once and tell her I am coining.”
>..
rlental Mcdicul
r,*p»., Chicago, 111., oreorafsats.
Jour
fed. Secretary l^amont, who guided Mr
*******
SOLD bv S. D. Wiogin, Apothecary, Main Street,
Kipling through the labyrinth of execuELLSWORTH. ME., and other Leading DruiWhen John Thornton, M.D.. was hastily
JlStS,
tive defenses, thinks he will be real mean
RELIABLE
summoned to attend a wretched old begTHE
if he writes anything uncomplimentary
Relief in Six Hours.
gar In a district to which out of tho goodabout what he saw.
ness of his heart ho was in tho habit of
Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease* re
he
anticisix
in
hours by the “New Great South
lieved
paying free professional visits,
American Kidney Cuke.” This new remedy
pated no such shock as he was destined to
Canvasser —Let me write your applicais a great surprise on account of its exceeding
lie mounted the rickety stairs,
receive,
tion for one of our tax-insurance policies
promptness in relieving pain in the bladder,
and pushing tho tumbling door open enkidnevs, hack and every part of the urinary
Mr. Stoxanbons— What is it? Canvasser—
passages in male or female. It relieves retentered and saw a strange sight. The cold
Hu stud the Tut ol Time
A policy we issue insuring millionaire*
water and pain in passing It almost
We tion of
t he payment of income tax.
sunlight streaming through tho crazy
against
OTHER
THAN
ALL
MORE SOLD
immediately. It you want quick relief and
take all the risk and do all the conceal
window’ played across the frozen features
Sold by S. D. Wig
cu *c, this is your remedy.
BRANDS COMBINED
ment.
of poor old Betty Herrick, beggar, crook,
git., Druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

makeup!" ejaculated u
to his companion ns they
Fifth avenue one bitterly

a

at the hour of tho
Wld winter afternoon
"There's realism,
fashionable parade.
there's art, me hoy!"
Haggard, wrinkled,
ye was right.
toothless, her sparso white locks tossing
wind, her shreds nnd
op the chilling
ber bent frame,
patches fluttering about
Hester street,
Stood old Hetty Herrick,
close against her
rear tenement, huddling
asthmatic hand organ, from which she was

ou! a doleful air.
Yes, here indeed were realism ami art.
Something more. Disease and famine
looked out the bleared, sunken eyes, star
old age at
log with the pathos of helpless
the throng of ri hly dressed people passing
Occasionally a
and ropnsslng before her.
few pennies chinked Into old Hetty's tin
of earnings grew slowly.
cup. but her store
Down the avenue, wrapped in velvet
and sables, shedding tho perfume of English violets as she passed, nnd attended by
a smart French maid, cutnu Miss Cynthia
Coupon for her daily promenade, that constitutional so requisite to tho health and
complexion of tho modern nthlctio feml-

grinding
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On the foregoing petition Ordered. That a
hearing be had thereon, on the third day of
June, a. d. 1895, at the aldermen’s room in the.
city of Ellsworth, at 7 o'clock p. m., when and
where residents and owners of property on
the said highways to be affected thereby, and
all persons may appear and have full opportunity to show cause why such permit should
not be granted, and that said petition and
thisorderthereon.be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, newspaper, the last publication to be at least fourteen days prior to said third day of June.
Passed by Board of Aldermen, April 6, 1895.
Attest:—L. B. Wyman, City Clerk.
NOTICE OF

stones at the shore near the brook; thence
north 4 degrees west, three rods and twentyone links to the southwest corner of the store
lot of A. J. Beck and F. B. Ferguson: thence
by same north 40n>degree« east, three rods
and nineteen links to a corner; thence by
same north 6 degrees west, five and one-third
rods to the highway; thence by said highway,
easterly to a corner three feet westerly of a
certain store formerly of F. H. Gross; thence
by land formerly of said Gross, south 14 degrees east, by a line three feet equidistant
and parallel with the westerly end of said
store, to a stake located ten feet in the rear
of said store; thence north 76 degrees east,
forty-three feet to a stake located south 59 degrees east from the southeast corner of said
store, fourteen feet and three inches; thence
north 27•e degrees east, to strike a line nineteen feet from said store parallel to the south
side of said store, to the highway; theme by
said highway, southerly to land of Marine
lodge; thence by same, south 78 degrees west,
and parallel
by a line four feet
with the southerly side of the Rink molding,
so-called, five rods and fourteen links to a
corner, four feet south of the southwest corner of said Rink building: thence south 49
degrees west, to the shore and suit water,
thence by the shore westerly to the bound begun at, containing more or less; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof. I claim a forecloseure of said mortgage.
J aster W. Haskell,
By his attorney, E. P. Spofford.
April 9. a. d. 1895.

equidistant

NOTICE.
PTMIE Lamolne Grange ‘-tore Company has
sold out their entire stock of goods to
Messrs. King
Hutchings. All persons that
have any bills against said Grange Store com
can
call
upon N. B. Coolidgc, treasurer
pany,
of said company lor the mime; and all accounts
due the Grange Store Co. will be collected bv
said treasurer; we have given said N. Ii. Cool
idge, treasurer of said company, full power to
pay and collect all bills for or against said com
N. B. Young,
pany.
j. B. Cooi.ii
Directors of said Lamoiue Grange .Store Co.
Lamolne. April 9, 1895.

Wiggin, Druggist.

TREASURER’S NOTIC E.
of the town of Tremont, Me.,
are notified and
requested to present the
same for payment on or before May 1. 1895, as
interest at t> per centum will cease- on that

xV

8P

I Facts
|
I Incontestable. §
S
F)
&

date.
Persons holding order* wishing to retain
them at 4 per centum, can do so by presenting
them to the treasurer on or before May 1, 1895.
Dated at Tremont, March 24. 1895.
John T. R. Fkeeman,
Treasurer of Tremont, Me.

j
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ANO ALL WCTERN POINTS.
Select EicurxionB from Chicago Every

$

Via

'Ik «k11akikV Adapted to an\ business
ill-l11 ^ or profession, ruleil, with

Contract and

throughout. Requires the least
V/l ll1v>l possible writing to enter data
I k/vnrv«wl o and refer quickly to .my
name and save time and
money. 5.000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
CHALLEN. Publisher,
165 Broadway, N. Y. City.
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SHORTEST ROUTE.
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FORECLOSURE.

"11THEREAS, Everett B. Haskell, of Deer
Isle, in the county of Hancock and
W
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
the twenty-fourth day of January, a. d. 1889.
and recorded in the Hancock county Registry
of Deeds, book 234, page 170, conveyed to me,
the undersigned, one undivided half of a certain lot or parcel of land, known as the "Tan
Yard," situate in said Deer Isle, together
with one undivided half of all buildings
thereon, said lot being described and bounded
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake and

Neuralgia.

np

aciminisiniuir.

POSTAL

1

S. I).

i.ne,

Telegraph Cable Company respectfully petitions the Bourn «.t Mayor
and Aldermen of the city of Ellsworth,
Maine, for a location for its poles a d wires
thereon in the following named streets and
Water, Washington
highways of said city:
and High streets, and Mr. Desert road.
Postal Telegraph Cable Company,
By John K. Butler, special agent.
Boston, Mass., April L 1895.

powders

J

a

riMlE subscriber hereby gives public notice
1
to all concerned, that he has been duly
appointed, and has taken upon himself the
trust of an administrator of the estate of
Charles 1’. Bartlett, late of Sedgwick, in
the county of Hancock, deceased, by giving
bonds as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the
said deceased's estate, to make immediate
payment, and those who have any demands
thereon to exhibit the ‘-ame for settlement.
He has appointed Josiah H. Drummond, jr.,
of Portland, in the county of Cumberland,
his agent or attorney in the state of Maine.
Charles C. Bartlett, administrator.
Josiah H. Drummond, jr., agent or attorney
of said Charles C. Bartlett.

single

—

“Where do you live, niy poor woman?
Twenty-three Hester street, lady.”
That's not at ull a nice locality, is it
Zephine?” asked Miss Coupon.
‘Eetesof all streets ze most villain,”
announced Zephine, with horrified eyebrows and alarmed shoulders.
“Nevertheless I will go there,-’ said
Miss Coupon calmly. “I shall go to see
you, poor old soul!”
Zephine spluttered like a jar of ferment
ing fruit.
“Taiscz-vous, Zephine,” recommended
Miss Coupon as she turned away.
“Mais, mon Dieu”—
“Voulez vous vous taire?” demanded
her young lady sharply, and Zephino concluded that she would hold her tongue,
for no one ever presumed to stand in
Miss Coupon’s way when once her decision was taken. And now, from soino
strange whim, some caprice, Cynthia had
settled In her mind that she would go and
see how the other half of the world lived.
She had heard a great deal of slumming
and concluded to try it a bit on her own
account and see if it bored her.
Hester street to this day recalls the
hiomcnt when a cab rumbled through its
dingy borders and stopped before the
wretched tenement wherein old licity
lived, und when there stepped from the
vehicle such u v:sl m as hud never before
dawned upon t.K.; neighborhood. Miss
Coupon came, bringing a store of provisions and delicacies which the maid and
cabman looked regretfully upou ns on a
waste of so much raw material.
Old Hetty was sick. She waa lying In
her wretched bod
»
J-liss Coupon,

ftoyes;

My

she shouted.

Cynthia interrupted

uated in Gouldsboro, and bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of land owned by Freeland KostjPond road, and
brooks bordering on the
known as the Vansaw lot; thence running
westerly by said Rosebrooks’ lot to land of
thence southerly by said Noyes
Frank
loLto land of James F. Coombs; thence easterly by said Coombs lot to (town) pond road:
thence by said road to place of beginning;
containing thirty-three acres, more or less.
Dated this 8th day of April, a. d. 1895.

Headache Powders.

Thero was a word to the French maid, a
snap of a gold purse, the chink of silver.
Betty looked down in stupefaction and beholil

beginning, containing forty acres, more or
less, with buildings thereon.
Second. A certain lot or parcel of land sit-

Wiggins

beseechingly.
i

I

|

nine

i

__________

Etgal Notices.
PURSUANT to a license from the Hon.
Judge of Probate for the county of Hancock, I shall sell at public auction, on the
thirteenth day of May, a. d. 1895, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon on the premises, all the right,
title and interest which John Vansaw, late of
Gouldsboro, in said county, deceased, had in
and to the following described real estate,
viz.: Two lots of land situated in said tow n of
Gouldsboro, bounded as follows:
First. A certain lot or parcel ot land situated in Prospect Harbor, in the to-.vn of
Gouldsboro, and bounded and described ns
follows, to wit: Beginning at the nonnwi st
erly corner of Charles Vansaw’s home lot in
the centre of town road and running thence
northerly by the town road to Charles Vansaw’s pasture lot; thence northeasterly by said
line of pasture lot to the stream: thence by
said stream southerly to land of Prospect
Harbor Ice Company; thence southerly and
westerly by line of said Ice Company to the
northeasterly corner of aforesaid Charles
Vansaw’s home lot; thence westerly by north
line of said Charles Vansaw’s lot to place of

|

..

swell (’vnthin was a daughter of tho
gods, tall, svelte, fair and stately as a lily,
a typical well
groomed New York girl,
with shining, lustrous, golden bronze hair
She was
and proud, frank, fearless eyes.
a distinguished figure in the procession of
out
on pnelegant and beautiful women
rado that day.
People nudged enrh other
"The beautiful Miss Couas she parsed.
pon,” “Old Hen Coupon’s heiress,” *'Engagement just announced,” '‘Count do
Farandole, chateau in France, ancient
family, exchange of title for millions”—
these were the snatches of comment and
gossip as the young beauty, carrying herself as became a countess elect, walked
through the crowd.
Trained to repress her natural emotions,
what looked behind that fair, haughty,
serene face? What thought darted through
her mind as for an instant Miss Coupon
paused before a bewildering display of
flowers in a florist's window? Tho Easter
flowers wore already in market, and pots
of great, odorous, stately annunciation
lilies were standing there wafting through
tho constantly opening doors the perfume
of their breath.
*‘You are like a lily, a tall, fair, sweet,
Who said
whito lilyl” rang in her ears.
that to her? Not tho count whose bride
she was to bo soon after Easter. Ah, no, it
was not the count!
And then a face, an honest, handsome,
American face, with pleading lips and
resolute eyes, the face of the man she
loved, whom she bad sacrificed to her pitiful ambition, came before her. For an instant Miss Coupon felt like dying. There
little sharp pain near her
was a dreadful
heart, and a dreadful little sharp lump
rose in her throat; but, like the self possessed young womgn she had been drilled
to 1)0, she recovered herself, and thinking
of her chateau in Franco she walked on—
on to whore fate, in tho person of old Hetty Herrick, Hester street, rrar tenement,
stood waiting, waiting for her.
‘Heavens, how distressing!” murmured
Cynthia ns she stopped and regarded this
battered old wreck.
Hetty mumbled and
leerod and held out a shaking purple claw

B |

••.Th<LHeart!

tion.l

“My, what
Bopulnr actor

Wo ’cester

Wrecked at Deer Isle.
The schooner “Matilda,” Capt. Woodman, of Boston, which sailed from Green’s
Landing Friday with paving, went
ashore on the rocks in the harbor at low
water, capsized and sank.
She is total loss.
The cargo was uninThe
sured.
The crew
were
saved.
wreck is a dangerous obstruction to navi-

oclit

have you not, too. lied
that are faint and Mrk?
one truth, no dream
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deeper every

shuddering with disgust, found hor filthy
room.
But tho old organ grinder hnd not
forgotten tho handsome young lady who

grief, the ready tear,
touchessuch woumlslu re;
(j)t
1»* :*!■! <aii Liiow the anguish rl.»p
-,rt-that higher hearts in memory keep.
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Caveats, ami Trade Marks obtained and a Pa
tent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office is opposite U. S. Patent office. We
have no sub agencies, all business direct, hence
can transact pateut business in less time and at
LESS COST than those remote from Waafi

fend

model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
We advise, if patentable or not, free of
secured.
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is with
relei
A book, "How to obtain Patents,"
ences to actual clients in your state, county, or
Address
town, sent free.
tlon.

C. A. SNOW & CO..

Opposite Patent Office. Washington, D. C.
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drives.
nte,
The Mir: umi ing country coyered w it h
!‘S ami gun I fertile larms with excellent pasturage.
i4
Scenery, w aU
ttti
boarding where cows can luxuriate “up to their
ning. amusement-.
rates, and how to get there.
j eyes in clover,' all the roads concentratLittle Miss Be!!» Lawrence spent Sun- ing in tin village a> to a common centre,
day at Bar Harnor, the guest of Mrs. I made the place seem particularly adapted
to t he purpose.
Grace Mitchell.
The discussion of this matter which beMrs. Higgins, of Brockton, Mass., is
was scon spread outthe guest v. f her sister, Mr-. M. P. Cleaves. | gan in the grange
side, and ventilated among the people.
The recent rains have put the roads in
yy here it
found so much favor that duralmost impassable condition, and caused ;
ing the latter part of the winter a meetwash-outs.
many expensive
ing yvbs called at the town hall, where a
A letter from Franklin informs me that
committee* yyrs chosen to caiiY'ass for subthey have, as usual, two very successful scriptions to a capital stock of £3,000,
base ball clubs: they are called this year with shares at £10. to test tin people
the “Jamaica Ginger" nine and the “Old
financially. This committee had pheIt will be remembered
Medford" nine.
| nomi nal success, in a few days over £2,000
who
ub
are
the
boys
that the latUr
wives, sons
I had been pledged—farmers,
earned the championship of Hancock and
responded readily.
|
daughters
County which they more than mean to
Another committee appointed for the
defend this season.
purpose reported that over 300 cows could
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Orland's latest enterprise, the
Emerson woolen factory, went up in
The late A. P. Emer-on. who
smoke.
built tin- factory, refused t hn\* it taken
down, lilt wanted it. as he said, to reIt is
main as a monument of his foils
still there, hut like the celebrated leaning tow* rat P -a. ha** a decided “slant"
to ;t. and must soon come down, possibly
where
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Surry.

C. Young sailed last week.

II.

Capt.

Vessels are now loading at the wharves,
with kiln wood. etc.
It looks as though times were to be very
much better this season than last.

Prices

Exercises at East Surry on Sunday for*
an interesting character.
were of
Besides the services of a good choir. Mis**
Maud Crabtree sang a solo with pleasing
effect. Mrs. Harry Crabtree was organ
accompanist. Miss Crabtree has a fine
voice, and is an enthusiastic musical
Rev. H. F. l>ay preached an
worker.
Easter sermon which was well received
by the good-sized audience assembled.

Largest 8toek

Exhibition <»f‘ the Finest and

i

as

Low

as

noon

in

Maine.

any Retail House in the Country, and Lower than
any in Eastern Maine.

1 \ I )rv C oods I Valcrs i li ElNw orth who cat i \ a 'tuck up t dale, a.
'nothin*: -oe> into ..in- -took hut what is tin latest-production of the mamifnet invr. in tills
as
a- reasonable of us and
cheap as old
Europe. Such good- can he houylit
time.
some
for
dealers
'trash which has been discarded ip U —itimat.
All kinds of 1 »i \ (binds are \cry mtieh cheaper since the new tarifi law went into cfAt the village at the Baptist church in
percent. W e are up to tin- times,
1'ect : the reduction in value' is from about "JO to •'!.'!
the afteroon there was fine singing by
t> *1<* otherw ise than to offer to oureu'totnafford
cannot
we
stock
w
eiiormoiiith our
and
Miss Eva Young, organist,
the choir.
l>e depended upon at the start.
W e can ttfford to do it and \Ve
than anv of ntir competitors.
South I>e#*r I-1
This was deemed sufficient encourage- Mrs. \V. E. Emery. Mrs. Rose Jarvis, ers our o-oods at lower prices
Inn our yoods w e hava in fato
One man in this neighborhood plowed ment for the
market
\Vlien wc yo to the
organization of a company, sopranos, Mrs. F E. Swett. alto. S. J. and ill*.- in a condition to doit.
a piece of ground just before the cold
A. L.
which was done at once and the follow
Treworgy. bass. Owing to the vors to ask for lour: credits, hut we draw our cheek for everythin”: we Inn.
snap, but he is the only one -o venture- ing directors elected:
J. Wisley I.i* absence of members of the regular
hoir,
some thus far.
()„r 'tore is 'o crowded with new ..b that we have hardly a fair chance to display
dridge, A. IF Buck. A. 11. 1 >rv*v*,er, Benj. this was the tir.-t time the singers
nt them a~ quickly as po"ihIc.
ever
Samuel Go-s w.-nt to New Hampshire K. Stubbs. Fred B. (in.1. Foster Soper mentioned
above
have
for
sung them to advantage. and have decided to unload sonic
This society has
this week to attend the funeral of his and A. IF Hutchings. Fro d* ni. J. Wes- together in public.
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ehis' merchandise
on Wednesday.
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M. C. Pert leaves Monday to go
South America.
left in this m

Very

lork

New

between

plying
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few
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a
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will be

the coming
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1

busine'— improves.

season unless stone

Winter returned for a parting grip
Wednesday and Thursday. The coves
were edged with ice for quite a distance
The previous rain, which
from shore.
did so much damage in other states, did

begun. Good
indispensable

:

A correspondent of a Rockland paper
announces a strike on the quarry of Goss
& Small, but the parties in question
never knew of it till they saw the notice
in the paper. If news is so scarce that
one has to invent something, it would
seem to be better to invent such as would
not tend to injure the subject of the joke
—if joke it be.

!

and

was

the

one

‘‘Expert

buildings.
brought in

testimony”

was

advise, and Prof. G. M.
Gowell of the State college came down,
looked the different locations over and
gave his opinion.
Finally it was decided that the best
place yet found was on the Duck Cove
road about one-half mile north of the
village where excellent water could be

brought

to

pipes

in

from

a

spring eighty

The distance of bringing
rods away.
the water was an objection on account of
expense of piping, also the distance from

13.

April

thing
every boiling spring

water

had its advocates and in some one’s estimation marked the exact spot for the

damage here, as there are no rivers to
Overflow, and the great ocean only gave
an extra lap in the shape of a very high
no

tide.

secretary
The company was formed on the co-operative plan and \y i 11 do business under
the name of the Orland creamery comf £7.000,
pany. with a capital stork
divided into 700 shares of £10 par value.
The matter of location has not been
definitely fixed; when this question came
up the directors found their troubles just

lTi nt*»r Harbor.

the

village.

Within a few days a new location has
sprung into favor which is the so-called
1
brick chimney,
Much illness in town, the mumps still factory lot, where the old
still marks the
some eighty feet
high,
|
prevailing.
C. E. Smith’s

new

store

is nearing

com-

I

pletion.

Work has begun on the sidewalk to be
built to Grindstone Neck. It already extends to the turn in the road, and will be I

completed

as soon as

The steamer *M. and Mb’ will soon be
Rockland to be repaired for spring.

Sewell Davis has rented the Pendleton
house, and will open it to the public.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Workman are happy
in the possession of anot b r bov.

house several days
of illness.

last
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One lot of
pen* in
and

*: ’»n.

line Print
rapModes. Chm *lat **, I mi ;go
\\

<

Red.

ut hse.

/
One

lot of Per ales and dial-

lies

*1.50.

at

250

Judies' ( oats,

from 12.50 t<* *20 no.
200

Capes,

fj.oo

*•

f_d.(K).

t.

A

largs

line of Misses* and

Children’s Coats and Jtu k. ts,
fruit,

Our

544.14
b 734

130.88

23.36
62.0*

Cloak

fi.no tu fd.no.

Room

known that it

vertising.

is

so

well

hardly needs ad-

There

is

no

stock

side of Boston to compare
with it.
Oils

A large

Silks.
question : Silks are the leading
dress waists and trimming material for
the coming season. No lady’s wardrobe
will be complete without a silk dress, a

There

is uo

silk waist or a dress trimmed with silk.
We have bought silks, and our assortment is so large in both plain and fancy, containing so many different lines
and qualities, that we do not know to
which to call your attention. Suffice,
if you want silks, send for samples or
call and look our stock over. They are
so cheap a fair silk can be bought for
25c. per yard. Those at 50c., 75c., and
fl.00 per yd. cannot be beaten.

Our

quantity of Checked Hnd Plain
Striped Suitings, suitable for tailormade gowns, usually sold for fl.25; we

-c*
Barnaley Ginghams,
10c and 1- :c*
American Sateens at
-c*
1 Printed and Plain Crepons at
oC*
75o. | Satin Finish Prints at

offer them at
Have just received

a large line of French,
A careful inspection of the following
Knglish, Scotch and German Novelty will save
you money:
Dress Goods. Choice goods ; t he latest
150 doz. All Linen Gians Towels at
productions of those countries. See
U c. a piece.
them, even if you do not want to buy One Case of C rashes at
3 _c. j*cr>d.
them.
10 pieces of German Bleached Damask at

Wash

Dress

Goods.

\V<- do not know what to nay about them
or to which to call
your attention. By
actual count, we have over fifty different kinds of material auitahle for a
wash dress. The prices in these goods
range from
5c. to 25c.

New Dress Goods We call your attention to a few of the
arrived. Handsome they are and
Latest
cheap. The new tariff has reduced the
price so that desirable Dress Goods are Irish Printed Piques, beautiful colors and
w ithin the reach of all.
designs, more than twenty-five differAll-Wool India Twill at
35c*.
ent patterns, at
25c. per yd.
All-Wool 46-inch India Tw ill at
50c.
All-Wool Challies at 39c.; the 50c. grade.
Last year, 75c.
French
|
Sateens, black ground, at
25c.
25c. to 50c. i Duck and Pique Suitings at
Fancy Cheviots from
12!«,e.

Mt. Desert.

There will be a May night ball at
Masonic hall, Wednesday, May 1. G. D.
Atherton w ill play the violin, B. R. Smith,
the cornet, and David Branscom, the
piano. Refreshments will be served at
intermission.

livery

few quotations

on

Sheeting:

l ubleachvd Sheeting at
Bleached Sheeting at
9-4 Cnbleached Sheeting at

h-

per>d.

per }d.
per }d.
in Lad.es

0c.

l'J :c

Our Bargains and leaders
Hose for the season :
.500 doz. English fa.-t black -ramies- H"=»e,

heavy

15c

and line gage, at

The kind others usually sell at

Novelties.

in connection with the Granite
hotel, Maurice Peters, proprietor.

yd.

50c. per
A

Have

Went Sullivan.
a

in

from doe.

O.

opened

We

siting

looking

4-4.81
768.53

64,5.*.

10,238

has

stock.

money b\
and

3,218.60

541.73
380.10

25.92

Bradbury Smith

save

m^ort-

Shirt Waists,

5,370.80

164.1*
<44

140,266
24,720

on

58.13

304,167

266

ean

Carpet Hoorn

-t

181.49

267
43

15*4
81

on

-54.5;

240.0m

263
409

and

the city.

Wash Shirt Waists,

95216

344.10

74,5*90

Tax
Tax

141.971.15
M2.,-0

73

loaded with kiln wood for

$

46,522

306

goods

ROOM.

from

tax

245.54

122
*8

Capt.

l'»U4
51.95

5.992,612

396
67

-:

from f>.00 to flu.no.
Silk

1-94.
1-9 44
961.43
>36.49

*44

The roads have lately been in a bad i Waltham,
Swan’s Island,
condition, but are gradually improving.
I Long Island,
The schooner “Emilie Belle,”

tax

-tate
tax.

30.08
21.12

382

he i

fifty different

Hugs, the lnrg-

Squares

our

of Straw Mattings from 10c. to
50c. per yard. Those we offer at 15, 20
and 25c. per yard are 10c. per yard under the market \ altie.

Separate Skirts

Total

14*
92.1*.
•>.'»■

Treiuont,
Verona.

Total

o».29
21" 64

.‘4

K-,56.1 -,4.-7

109,349

$

19,20

41,571
550,7'.*o

Trenton,

Sedgwick,

»

$55.-4

$

133

66

;

iot. I diagonals and Crepons,

personal

tax.

1.1 -.455

75*

Cloths
about

merit in

You surely

pieces

CLOAK

TAX.

l*..!I

»-tat.

The schooner Arizona,'’ Capt. Edward
Gray, is loading gravel for Portland.

April 15.

100

Oil

market,

patterns.
Art

them at small expense.

£1.50.

connection with our Tapestry and
Brussels, of which we carry about 60
pieces in stock, we have added a line
of samples from one of the largest

Heal and

pcr.-uiial

770
255

4

in the

Kxeept

Year

Sullivan,
Surry,

♦

The schooner “Minnie Chase,” Capt.
Lewis Gray, is loading lumber at W. C.
Bates’ lumber yard, for Cape Hosier.

Cotton

Bailey’s Floor

Black material, in Serge, Chev-

School in the district is to be taught by
Miss Edith Gray, of Cape Hosier.

Daniel Howard has got out the timber for the new barn which he intends to
build this season.

same.

No small objection which young folks
had to the old-time spring-medicine was
their nauseousness. In our day, this
objection is removed, and Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the most powerful and popular of
blood-purifiers, is as pleasant to the palate
as a cordial.

203,329
66,777
(83,516
297,635
29,835
264,149
197,314
474,300
187,299
558,728
118,582
72,139

Rockland.

75c. for the

9k

Iiluehitl,

Cranberry Die?,
Peer Isle,
Pedham,
Eastbrook,
court.
Miss Belle Cleaves, of Prospect Harbor, Eden,
Ellsworth,
Vose on
was the guest of Miss Emma
Franklin,
Saturday and Sunday.
Gouldsboro,
1 Hancock,
April 15.
IsleauHaut,
South Brooksville.
I Lamoine,
M. D. Chat to is home from Ellsworth.
I Mariaville.
Frank Bates has gone to Rockland to Mt. Desert,
orland,
ship.
Otis,
David Allen was in town Saturday on
Penobscot,

is

Carpet Housi in the I'nitcd States.
They carry constantly a large slock
subject to our orders, and we have the
samples ready at all times for inspection. Fort host in want of light grades
of carpets, we are ready to procure
them at short notice, such as Royal
Wiltons. Moqui ttes, Axminster, WilWe
ton. Velvets and Body Brussels.
cut carpets to measure, sew and lay

50 Pcs. of all wool ingrain Carpetings,
consisting of the well-known makes,
as Donnells. Parks, Fern brooks, Berkshires, all of this season’s patterns, at
Other dealers a«*k 65e. to
.~>Oc. per yd.

taken.

nation,
lval and

scarcity of water at present.
Frank Tracy is again clerking for Harrington & Hanson.
B. E. Tracy is in Ellsworth attending

George Gray,

>\vett

Reading.Miss Eva Young
Reading.Miss Lizzie Gray
Although very stormy, about the usual
Sunday evening congregation assembled.
The services were helpful and the parts

\ ;;!

The water from Birch Harbor pond is
to be turned on this week, to the joy of
many, although none can complain of

business.

E. E.

Singing.

well

|

Kensingtons reduced from

Recitation.Miss Nellie Alley

present.

CUT PRICES IN CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS, STRAW MATTINGS,
ART SQUARES AND RUGS.

E. Gott

J

at

A Comparative Table
in Three Towns
Worth Keeping.
The county commissioners of Hancock county have completed the apportionment of the county tax, and the table below shows the result.
Tlu total county tax to be raised this year is $21,000, or $2,000 less than last year.
In three towns
Mt. Desert.
In nearly all towns, therefore, the tax is reduced.
Verona and Longlsland—the increase in valuation more than overbalances this,
The following table shows the tax *>f 1-01 for
and the tax is larger than last year.
is Less

account

on

reading.Joseph

Singing due. and chorus—

offeriny

comparison:

Sherman Spurling is having a dwelling
built near his stable beside the bridge.
K. S. MacTeer was confined to tin
k

Select

we are

as

That is

sent to

<

profit

programme:
singing, “Coronation”
Scripture reading, <
l’a-t-.r
*
Prayer,
Singing
Ten minute talk on signification of Easter,
Rev. H. V. Day.
Singing solo, Miss Lizzie Gray, with chorus.

Tin: COl'NTY
It

possible.

uo\cr7ia'

Day preached
vocabulary.
the
words, “Who i> this?" a
palm Sunday sermon. Considering the
threatening weather, there was a good
congregation.
In the evening the following was the
from

>•

Draperies and Lace
Curtains.
An

e\*

stock, containing most
and
erything in I .ace, Mull, Chenilles,
Plush, at prices lower than ever.
enormous

stable

Wt

continue writing about our wonderful stock and assortment. What we do not have iu the line of Carpetings,
House-furnishing Goods, isn’t worth having. Our assortment is so extensive as to be at times confusing.
We are the Leaders in the Dry Goods business. We ow n our stock and it is
paid for. Our facilities for buying our goods
are unequaled, our purchases are extensive.
We are in a condition to
buy cheap and to sell cheap. There is no competition 0r
competitor whom we do not lead, both as regard assortment of goods and low prices. You get goods of us which you are not
econ'
ashamed to UBe, make up and wear utter you buy them, if you spend
your money with us vou spend it judiciously, with
omy and satisfaction.

Graduation day at the academy is set
May 3. The catalogue will soon be

for

published.
He

I

am

can

Dry, Fancy

Bluelilll.

very unfortunate.

It

seems

I

please nobody. She—Come, cheer up.
He
I have no one to admire me either.
Tell you what
let's found a society for
mutual
admiration.
I, for
instance,
admire your beautiful eyes, and w hat do
admire in me? She Your good
you
taste.
Dorfbarbier.

and

can

—

\

M. GALLERT.

